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Abstract
The intent of this Final Design Report document is to provide the final design of a mechanical engineering
senior project to our client and user Ethan Scott. The aforementioned project is a mono ski at-home
trainer carried out by a group of students attending California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo over one academic year. This document contains the previously shared reports Statement of Work
(SOW), Preliminary Design Review (PDR), and Critical Design Review (CDR) that provide background and
details of our team’s design process to reach our final design. The as-built design and evaluation is
described in the Final Design Review (FDR). The FDR provides details about the manufacturing processes,
materials used, tests conducted, and any final recommendations our team has for anyone who wishes to
build a mono ski trainer. The final design that was constructed and tested during this quarter meets seven
out of the thirteen specifications that were used to evaluate it, two of the thirteen the trainer failed, and
three of thirteen specifications were left as incomplete (INC) due to an omittance. Overall, our team
considers the mono ski trainer made throughout this process as successful and a joyous endeavor.

Introduction
The entire series of team’s design reports are compiled chronologically in this document starting from our
Scope of Work (SOW) and ending with our Final Design Review (FDR). The Scope of Work contains initial
research and development of the project scope and requirements our team wanted the final prototype
to meet. The most significant information from the SOW are the specifications that our team created
cohesively to represent a successful mono ski trainer. These specifications were used as guidelines for the
design and testing of the final prototype.
Following the SOW is the Preliminary Design Review (PDR). This document outlines our team's ideation
process and various preliminary designs that our team explored and finally narrowed down to one design.
This report also outlines some of the potential hazards associated with our design direction and how those
hazards plan to be mitigated.
Next is the Critical Design Review (CDR). This report discusses more in-depth the materials and
manufacturing processes planned to be used for the final design verification prototype, and a proposal of
the budget. This document also discusses the structural prototype that was built as a proof-of-concept of
our design direction and provides analysis conducted to support the structural integrity of our design. It
should be noted that in between the PDR and CDR, a large design shift occurred due to some insight
gained by Shayla when she was able to go mono skiing during winter break. The design and the discussion
of the design outlined in the CDR give an accurate representation of the overall trainer but lack some of
the finer details that were added during the manufacturing and testing process that occurred during our
third quarter.
The final document is the Final Design Review (FDR). Unlike the SOW, PDR, and CDR, this report details
the final aspects of the design that was constructed during the third quarter, such as updates to our design
since CDR, the manufacturing and procurement of materials, how the design meets or does not meet each
of the specifications our team created in the SOW, and any recommendations to someone who would
wish to build their own mono ski trainer. The appendices of this report include an itemized budget of the
project, the tests conducted with and on the trainer, and a user manual.
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Abstract
The intent of this Scope of Work document is to provide a project scope of a mechanical engineering
senior project carried out by a group of students attending California Polytechnic State University, San
Luis Obispo to our client, Ethan Scott. This document outlines background research conducted by our
team, as well as various exercises used to assist us in properly defining the problem statement and
attributing engineering specifications. From these exercises some important findings were there are very
few adaptive ski training machines previously created, Ethan’s wheelchair will be the most significant outof-design object we will need to accommodate within our design. The most important specifications that
were found to help evaluate the most of the customers’ needs are the mono skier evaluation, customer
google survey, and muscle fatigue evaluation. Our project will reflect Ethan’s need to be able to develop
his mono skiing skills with an at home training machine that will not only simulate the motions associated
with mono skiing, but also provide him with a workout. Accurately understanding the problem will allow
us to develop a well thought out, focused design that meets the client’s requirements.
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1.0 Introduction
Ethan Scott, an 18-year-old student who was recently in a spinal cord injury, wishes to start mono skiing
to not only go outside and enjoy the outdoors during winter, but to work out his core and back muscles.
Ethan lives in California, where ski resorts are neither easily accessible, nor have long seasons. This has
provided our team with the challenge of designing a mono ski trainer for him to utilize in the off season
to work on his technique and to exercise with. While some trainers do exist on the market, they are very
expensive, and don’t incorporate all the features he is looking for. Besides the primary user Ethan, the
needs of Ethan’s parents are considered as they will likely interact with the device for transportation and
set-up. His physical therapist, Mrs. Linda Wolff, will also evaluate the design from an exercise and safety
standpoint. Our team consists of four mechanical engineering undergraduate students at California
Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo. The members working on this project are Carson
Rinkenberger, Shayla Schoensee, Barrett Osborne, and Alex Hinerman. The intent of this document is to
outline the design process and provide insight into some of the key aspects of the project such as
background research, project scope, the objectives of the project, engineering specifications, and project
management.

2.0 Background
To gain understanding of the problem, our team conducted background research. We interviewed Ethan
and Mrs. Linda Wolff to determine customer wants and needs, researched existing related designs that
may help solve aspects of the problem, and conducted technical research to further understand the needs
and requirements of the design.

2.1 Customer Needs Research
To determine what aspects of the design are the most important to our main stakeholder, Ethan, we met
over a video conference to discuss the project and what his needs and wants are. The main goal he has
for the design is to provide him with an intense workout that builds strength and keeps him in good
cardiovascular shape for mono skiing. He expects the final product to consist of a trainer and outriggers
that simulate the main motions one would perform while mono skiing. In turn, this would allow him to
become comfortable with these motions and build muscle memory through repetition. To allow the
trainer to continue to challenge Ethan as he develops and improves, another need of his is adjusting the
amount of resistance the machine applies while he is using it. Additionally, Ethan has expressed that
although this design is being created with him in focus, it would be nice if the design is accessible to other
adaptive skiers. This would promote further adjustability of the product such as seat dimensions and body
positioning. This brought forward the topic of allowing personal seats from 3rd party manufacturers to be
compatible with the workout machine and allowing for interchangeability of seats for Ethan if he were to
invest in a custom seat for himself. Ethan also emphasized his desire for the design to allow him to
independently use the trainer. He rated levels of independence with the most important being able to get
into and out of the trainer on his own (ingress and egress), followed by being able to change the workout
(for example if trainer had lateral movement plus roll rotation or only roll rotation), and least important
being able to independently adjust the resistance level. Finally, Ethan expressed his desire for the trainer
to be stable and durable, as he hopes to use this machine consistently during off seasons and when he is
away from the snow. This required a definition of the allowable footprint of the machine, which Ethan
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defined as being limited to approximately 6’x 8’. His thought is to place the machine in a garage, where
space would not be as much of an issue, but he still desired the machine to not be significantly over-sized.
Outside of Ethan and other adaptive skiers as stakeholders, Ethan’s parents and his physical therapist will
also interact with and evaluate the device. We were able to meet via video conference with Linda Wolff,
the sponsor of the project and Ethan’s physical therapist. One of the main needs Linda emphasized was
safety of the machine through comfortability and a secure means of allowing Ethan to strap himself into
the seat. She explained that exposure to prolonged periods of a position that doesn’t conform to a
quadriplegic’s body can result in pressure sores, which can be life threatening. Part of the risk of pressure
sores comes from poorly designed seats and other restraining mechanisms that allow for uneven
distribution of pressure along the lower torso and legs while strapped into seats similar to mono skiing
seats. We target to avoid this by acquiring an actual mono skiing seat and implementing a system that
allows for evenly distributed low pressure where retainment is necessary. A final need we defined for the
machine was a somewhat simple design that allowed for easy disassembly and maintenance if necessary.
We assumed that Ethan’s parents would be the main persons performing any maintenance, disassembly,
and relocation of the machine, so making the design intuitive to disassemble and easy for 2 people to
relocate is important.

2.2 Existing Solutions
Part of our background understanding of the project includes researching similar or competing products
on the market. Surprisingly, we found that there are very few existing products aimed specifically towards
adaptive sit ski or mono ski training. However, we did find and analyze a range of products created for
stand ski-training that effectively imitated some motion aspects of mono skiing or provided an efficient
workout for the targeted muscles. Two popular ski trainers are the Skier’s Edge [1] and Pro-Ski Simulator
[2]. Both workout machines simulate the lateral side to side movement of skiing using a roller system with
gradually curved tubing combined with an elastic resistance, which is akin to a skier going down a hill or
through moguls. Some adaptive skiing-oriented products we found, such as the Spike Summer Nordic Ski
[3] and the KBG Enda [4] both offered an experience similar to adaptive skiing by implementation of a
frame atop a skateboard-based platform. This platform provides the same pivoting or leaning motion a
mono skier would make as they make a turn but fails to provide an intensive training workout for the user.
The Sit-Ski Trainer [5] was the only existing product we found that was designed specifically for mono ski
training. It incorporates an actual mono ski and bucket seat mounted to a green frame, as seen in Figure
1. The frame produces a roll rotation about an axis like that of the ski. The design works on the balance
and upper body strength of the user, has a stable base, allows a rigid angled setting to make it easier for
user to independently ingress and egress from a wheelchair, and even allows the equipment’s maximum
angle from neutral to be set. Resistance bands can be added to the design to simulate the rebounding
energy from the ski being flexed on a turn and make the roll rotation easier. The design fails to simulate
fluid, multi directional motions that are performed in mono skiing. This minimizes the intensity of a
workout that can be achieved and only targets a handful of the muscles involved in mono skiing.
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Figure 1. Sit-Ski Trainer [5]
Our team also conducted research on existing patents to provide ourselves with an adequate background
understanding. One patent, Exercise Device [6], utilizes a design that allows for rotational and pivotal
movement. Using a central post as a stable point of rotation, a platform (or foot bed) , similar to the Skier’s
Edge, is placed on top of the post the user would stand on. The base of this foot bed is then held in a
neutral position by springs that provide rotational resistance as the user forces the rotation of the
platform under their feet. This rotation paired with the foot beds pinned above the surface where you
would position your feet allows the toe-side of the foot beds to pivot and rotate in towards the middle of
the machine as the user trains. See Figure 2 below for a detailed drawing of the Exercise Device’s design.
We found two patents, Adaptive Mono-Ski Frame [7] and Sit-Ski [8], that provided detailed drawings and
analyses of the assembly of sit-ski seats and the suspension system for the designs. This will be helpful in
understanding and further analyzing the mechanics and adjustability of the seats as we begin our ideation
and design process. Two patents, Skiing Exercise Apparatus [9] and Simulated Ski Motion Machine [10],
provided solutions to simulating lateral movement like the Skier’s Edge and the Pro-Ski Simulator products
do. The Skiing exercise apparatus utilizes a platform where the user stands mounted to a low axis of
rotation. The Simulated Ski Motion Machine simulated lateral movement in a very similar way to the
Skier’s Edge and the Pro-ski Simulator, using a roller system on curved tubing. Contrarily for this patent’s
design, the rails the roller system glides on curve up rather than down, so that the platform increased
vertical height as lateral movement increased rather than decreased vertical height. Table 1 summarizes
the key motions and aspects of mono skiing and what products or patents effectively mimicked them.
Additionally, a table showing images of each referenced product and patent can be found in Appen dix B.

Figure 2. Exercise Device Detailed Drawing [6]
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Table 1. Summary Table for Existing Products and Patents
Design
Aspect
Lateral
Movement
(1)
Lateral
Movement
(2)

Rotational
Movement

Pivotal
Movement
(1)
Pivotal
Movement
(2)

Shock
System

Description of solution
Platform with a roller system sitting on
gradually curved tubing combined with an
elastically provided resistance to allow users to
move laterally from side to side.
Platform producing lateral movement about
the rotation of a pinned point below. Elastic
resistance is provided to help return the
platform to its neutral position.
Central post that supports system and allows
pivoting around it, foot beds or a platform is
set on top of the post, elastic resistance is
provided to help return the foot beds or
platform to neutral position.
The forces from the user are applied below the
axis of rotation, causing the platform that
supports the user to be self-stabilizing and to
pivot back towards the center of the machine
as the user pushes outwards (imitating a turn).
The attached seat or platform tilts about a
central pinned point or points located below
force application. Some designs provide an
elastic cushion for resistance, others allow for
free motion.
Pinned suspension system for when force
vector is applied in front of user location.

Implemented Products/Patents
Product: Skier’s Edge, Pro-Ski
Simulator
Patents: Skiing Exercise Apparatus,
Simulated Ski Motion Machine
Products: None
Patents: Skiing Exercise Apparatus
Products: None
Patents: Exercise Device

Product: Skier’s Edge, Pro-Ski
Simulator
Patents: Simulated Ski Motion
Machine, Exercise Device
Products: Spike Summer Nordic Ski,
Sit-Ski Trainer, KBG Enda
Patents: Skiing Exercise Apparatus
Products: Sit-Ski Trainer, Spike
Summer Nordic Ski, KBG Enda
Patents: Adaptive Monoski Frame,
Sit-Ski

2.3 Technical Research
Further research was conducted in three key areas: muscles used during mono skiing, pressure sore
prevention, and exercise machine standards.
The primary goal is to work out the primary muscles used during mono skiing. A mono skier biomechanics
study observed mono skiers used the following major muscles, summarized in Table 2, for different ski
control [11].
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Table 2. Muscles Used During Mono Skiing
Mono Ski Control
Trunk Poster
Trunk Rotation
Torso Pitch Forward
Mono ski Turning
Outrigger holding

Muscles Used
Lumber (lower back), thoracic deep (mid back), paraspinal (along
spine)
Rotaries, thoracic, and lumbar (muscles along spine)
Obliques, abdominus, pectoralis
Trapezius, serratus anterior, pectoralis
Deltoids, upper extremities, and forearms

Though many back muscles are used in mono skiing, for users who have lower trunk muscle control
(typical of injuries higher than the T10 vertebrae), an upper torso strap is used to increase stability. This
is also associated with using a bucket seat with a higher back. The movement ranges during skiing are
relatively complex; however, it was found the hip angle during steering and turning was found to be 20 to
50 degrees and about 45 degrees into the hill, respectfully [11].
Ethan Scott’s physical therapist, Mrs. Linda Wolff raised two major concerns of the trainer causing
pressure sores and abrasion to Ethan’s skin. Pressure sores, also known as pressure ulcers, are caused by
unrelieved pressure, and are typically found in bony areas such as the buttocks and feet. These sores
cause various tissue damage that are challenging to heal and sometimes even require expensive surgery
[12]. Preventive measures to reduce developing pressure sores include frequent repositioning, low shear
(via non-angled seating and seat material type), and pressure dispersion [13]. Recent senior projects
including the 2010 Cal Poly Racing Sit Ski, and 2012 Cal Poly Nordic Sit Ski have opted to use donated
molded bucket seats from Enabling Technologies with adding foam padding [14][15]. This may reduce risk
of pressure sores by providing better pressure dispersion from the seat.
In addition to Ethan’s safety from support and positioning while working out, the trainer must also have
sufficient durability to not fail under reasonable loading and low cycles. The American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM) defines standard specifications required for fitness equipment. ASTM F2276 key
standards include maintaining stability during use, no burred or sharp edges, and pinch/crush point
definitions. Component strength and performance is also defined with static loading factors of safety and
fatigue performance cycle requirement. For example, “consumer fitness equipment shall withstand
14,000 cycles at the maximum specified load over a minimum of 80% of the possible range of movement”
[16]. Testing specifications to meet the F2276 standards can be found in ASTM F2277 [17]. The device
must also comply with the restricted materials of California’s Proposition 65. Most relevant to workout
devices include heavy metals, foams, and PVC covers [18].

3.0 Project Scope
To properly understand the scope of our project, our team carried out two exercises: creating a boundary
sketch and a functional deployment diagram. Creating a boundary sketch for the problem at hand assisted
our team in honing our focus onto a specific aspect of this project we will design and build. The boundary
sketch can be seen below in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Boundary Sketch of the Mono Ski Trainer Project
As seen in Figure 3 the mono ski trainer and user outriggers are within our design scope. Anything outside
of the yellow dashed lines is not the primary focus of the project, but still plays a key role in the
functionality of the project. For instance, Ethan is not in the diagram, however he will be the user of the
product, so we need to tailor many aspects of this project to him. The same goes with the mono ski bucket
seat. The seat not only provides a surface for Ethan to sit on but should be tailored to his body to prevent
injuries such as pressure sores. The mono ski trainer should also provide secure attachments for the
bucket seat. Ethan’s wheelchair must also be considered for ingress and egress between the wheelchair
and trainer, while also ensuring the empty wheelchair position does not infringe on the trainer operating
space.
In addition to providing Ethan with a mono ski trainer, our team will also be designing outrigge rs for him
to use while using the machine. These outriggers will assist Ethan with maintaining an upright position in
the mono ski trainer and should resemble typical mono ski outrigger performance.
Ethan has mentioned explicitly that this device needs to be easily accessible for him, physically engaging,
durable, and should mimic the motions associated with mono skiing so he is able to not only practice the
sport, but also provide a workout for him. “Easily accessible” is a vague term, however our group has
narrowed it down into the motions of egress and ingress and adjusting the machine workout modes while
he’s in it. While these tasks may seem straight forward, our group conducted a functional decomposition
exercise to better understand how each task will be performed and why. Below is the functional
decomposition diagram in Figure 4. To provide insight into how the decomposition took place, the “how”
aspect of the diagram moves downward in the tree and the “why” a function is taking place moves upward
in the diagram.
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Figure 4. Functional Deployment Diagram
The dashed blue line surrounding the majority of the aspects of the mono ski trainer represents what is
inside our project scope. Notice how provide feedback is on the outside; we deemed that providing
feedback such as a screen or some vibration is not a direct need of his, but a stretch goal to work towards
if time permits. Our design should be able to accomplish the tasks below the simplified problem
statement, “Train Ethan”. Working out his muscles, simulating mono skiing, supporting him, providing
access, and ensuring Ethan’s safety are the necessary aspects of this project that need to be included for
it to be successful. Many of the subtasks associated with each major task are directly correlated, however
simulate mono ski motion lists various attributes of the motion. Through our research, we arrived at the
conclusion that the three motions listed and development of balance were attributes of the overall task
of creating a machine that mimics basic mono skiing motions.
At the end of our project, Ethan should expect a machine that not only mimics the motions associated
with mono skiing, but also provides him with a safe means of exercising his core and endurance at home,
while also providing easy egress and ingress, and the ability to adjust the machine’s settings whilst in the
chair. It should accommodate Ethan’s body in such a way that he does not develop pressure sores or skin
abrasions from repeated or prolonged use. This machine should be durable, not plastically deform due to
fatigue, and should be sized properly such that it can fit in a 6’ by 8’ floor area, which is about a quarter
of the size of a 2-car garage. In addition to a final prototype machine, he should expect a final design
report that reflects the design, manufacturing, and testing processes, as well as the plans associated with
each aspect.

4.0 Objectives
The purpose of the objective section is to address our team’s method of developing a deeper
understanding of the engineering problem, and to address the engineering specifications associated with
the mono ski trainer. The method of the quality functional deployment process is described, and the
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resulting engineering specifications from this process are listed below in Table 3, along with their targets,
respective tolerances, the risk associated with meeting each target, and how each specification will be
tested on the final product.

4.1 Problem Statement
Ethan Scott is an 18-year-old student that enjoys being active but recently had a spinal cord injury. He
would like to pick up an adaptive skiing called mono sit skiing. Since he does not have easy access to snow
and the sport year-round, the goal of the project is to design and build an indoor training machine that
will both build strength and mimic the feel of mono skiing. Currently, many gyms are not accessible for
wheelchairs and accessible rehabilitation centers are expensive [19]. This further supports the need for
an accessible at-home trainer.

4.2 Quality Functional Deployment Process
To better develop an understanding of the problem at hand, we looked to establish how customer criteria
could be evaluated and compared to meaningful metrics. Our team focused these efforts into a quality
functional deployment diagram, known as the house of quality. The purpose for creating a house of quality
is to associate engineering specifications with customer needs. The house of quality is a visual
representation that aides our team in listing out engineering specifications for the mono ski trainer that
are critical to its overall functionality, as well as providing quantitative metrics for each specification. To
develop the house of quality, the customer needs and wants were organized in their respective column,
then the engineering specifications were determined by how our team would test each design
requirement. These specifications where then ranked with strong, medium, or weak symbols that pertain
to the relationship that each specification has with the needs and wants of the customer. Based on the
house of quality our team generated, the most important specifications are a mono skier evaluation,
customer google surveys, and a muscle fatigue evaluation because they pertain to the most customer
wants and needs.
The metrics associated with each specification will then be used to establish a baseline ranking system for
our finished product to compare to. Below in Table 3 is a summary table of our engineering specifications
we attributed to the mono ski trainer, their corresponding metrics, the risk associated with each metric,
and what verification processes each metric will go through to ensure compliance with the overall design.
The house of quality can be found in Appendix A, on page A-1.
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Table 3. Engineering Specifications for the Mono Ski Trainer.
Specification
Number

1

Specification
Description
Pressure sores,
skin abrasions,
pinch points,
sharp edges

2

Time trials

3

Footprint size
Cycles to
mechanical failure

4
5

Google Survey

6

Muscle fatigue
evaluation

7
8

9

Mono skier
evaluation
Stability during
use
Heart rate during
15min training

Requirement or
Target (unit)

Tolerance

Risk*

Verification**

0

Maximum

M

I

1 minute

M

T, S

Maximum
±3,000
Cycles

M

A, I

L

A

Rating of 3
Minimum

M

I

±5%

L

T

Rating of 4
minimum

M

S

Minimum

L

A, T

100
minimum
150
maximum

L

T

< 1 minute for
egress/ingress
< 3 min for
adjustments
8’ x 6’
17,000 Cycles
Comfort 4/5,
aesthetics 3/5,
engagement 3/5
Strength
decreases 10%
after 30min
workout
4/5 similarity to
mono skiing
No tip over at
any 10° angle
Heart rate
100bpm

Spring rate and
Max % k
plastic
10
decreases 5%, ΔL Maximum
M
A, T
deformation
<0.2%
measurements
Tool types
11
2
±1
L
I, T
required assembly
Accelerometer
Similar to mono
12
± 30%
H
T
Data
skiing
*Associated Risk to Meet Requirement: High (H), Medium (M), and Low (L)
**Method of Verification: Analysis (A), Inspection (I), Testing (T), and Similarity to Existing Design (S)
All these metrics for the specifications listed in Table 3 above will be either analyzed, tested, inspected,
or compared to competitive products. Specifications such as footprint size, mechanical fatigue, stability,
and spring deformation will require a quantitative analysis to ensure these specifications are met. Other
specifications such as pressure sores, pinch points, sharp edges, skin abrasions, a Google survey, and the
number of tools required will be conducted by inspection to verify that their criteria is being met. Testing
will be a large part of this project for specifications such as time trials, muscle fatigue, stability during use,
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heart rate after use, spring deformation, accelerometer data, and the number of tools required . These
specifications will need to be tested to verify they are in accordance with their metric and within the
specified tolerance. Lastly, our group will conduct egress and ingress time trials to measure accessibility,
as well as conduct a mono skier evaluation to confirm our mono ski trainer simulates the intended
movements.
The mono skier evaluation is important to ensure the trainer meets the requirements of simulating the
motions associated with mono skiing. Customer Google surveys aim to get feedback on aspects of the
trainer that are qualitative by nature, such as comfortability, whether the machine is physically engaging
to the targeted muscle groups, and if it is aesthetically pleasing. The last specification our group has
deemed important is a muscle fatigue evaluation, and this addresses the customer need that the exercise
machine will provide a workout to the intended muscle groups.
Our team has designated the above specifications as critical to the overall design. For example, the highrisk specifications such as designing our product to ensure Ethan doesn’t experience pressure sores or
skin abrasions while using our product is essential to his safety, as these can be life threating. This will be
challenging to get adequate design feedback early enough for significant changes to be implemented due
to the project timeline. Similarly with the accelerometer data, our device must mimic typical mono skiing
motions and accelerations, which will require innovation on current designs to meet the criteria. It will be
challenging to select and combine multiple different mechanisms that properly mimic the dynamic feel of
mono skiing while providing adequate strength and stiffness.

5.0 Project Management
This section outlines our project plan for the 2021-2022 academic school year, including what we have
accomplished thus far and future actions and deliverables to ensure a satisfactory product is completed
within the year.
The design process began with understanding the problem and project scope through weighing
customer’s wants and needs as well as conducting technical background research. Following this thorough
problem definition, we will begin ideation to create conceptual and rough prototype designs. These ideas
will be selected through discussion with expert sources and decision matrices. A decision matrix rates how
each design performs against the defined requirements. Initial strength, dynamics and function analysis
is then performed, and 3D computer models created for the leading design. The preliminary design and
supporting information are reviewed with engineering advisors and presented to the sponsors through
the preliminary design review report. After confirming the design direction with the sponsor and client,
we will begin detailed design.
The detailed design of the project includes looking at potential failure modes and conducting more
detailed engineering analysis through principal calculations for simple part members, and computer aided
analysis known as finite element analysis (FEA), for more complex members. From this analysis, a more
detailed model is created, and materials and parts are specified. To verify design features, a preliminary
structural prototype is to be built. After verification, we will source parts needed for the final build and
draft a manufacturing plan. A detailed design and initial verification report, also called a critical design
review, is then shared to the sponsor and client. Following the critical design review, we will then
manufacture the final prototype and draft test experiments to validate the final design meets the design
10

specifications and customer wants/needs. Once the working prototype is built, we can begin the planned
testing. Lastly, a report detailing the final product and summarizing the entire project will be delivered to
the sponsor/client as the final design review.
The expected dates of key project milestones are outlined in Table 4 below. The client and sponsor will
be notified in advance if any of these dates are to change. A more refined project plan and associated
tasks to reach each milestone are outlined in the Gantt chart found in Appendix A.
Table 4. Project Key Milestones
Milestone
Scope of Work
Preliminary Design
Review
Critical Design Review

Description
Define Problem & Project
Initial Design Solution

Date
10/20/2021
11/18/2021

Design Solution After
Detailed Analysis

02/11/2022

Final Prototype Complete

Manufacture Functional
Prototype

04/26/2022

Final Design Review

Final Design Details, Test
Results, Project Overview

06/03/2022

6.0 Conclusion
This project’s challenge is to design and build a functional at-home workout machine that will train Ethan
Scott in primary mono sit ski muscle strengthening and movements. The purpose of this document is to
outline the scope of the project and receive agreement from the sponsor (Mrs. Linda Wolff) and client
(Ethan Scott). Found in this document is our understanding of the problem through outlined customer
wants/needs and relevant background research. Measurable specifications were also developed based on
the wants/needs. We have also shared our project plan to show how we will complete this project by the
end of the academic year and deliverables that can be expected from us. The next deliverable, composing
of the preliminary design, will be shared in approximately one month, on November 28th, 2021. Ethan
Scott and Mrs. Linda Wolff are to provide confirmation and feedback of the project scope agreement we
have outlined in this document.
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Appendix A: QFD and Gantt Chart

Figure A-1. Completed House of Quality Diagram.
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Figure A-2. Mono Ski Trainer Project Gantt Char
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Abstract
The intent of this Preliminary Design Review document is to provide the intended design direction of a
mechanical engineering senior project carried out by a group of students attending California Polytechnic
State University, San Luis Obispo to our client Ethan Scott. This document outlines the ideation techniques
utilized in determining our design direction, the designs generated from these techniques, the design
prototyped and tested, the lessons learned from this experience, and our plans moving forward. In
addition, further detail is provided about some of the subsystems incorporated into the mono ski trainer,
such as the how these subsystems emulate the motions desired from the trainer and the engineering
justification of these subsystems. One key finding was the large difficulty of self-propulsion laterally (to
emulate the turn sweeps in skiing). This was found through the initial prototype and is due to the
stationary nature of the trainer compared to a skier constantly moving forward. This switched focus
further towards the roll and yaw rotations of the trainer which will be more easily attainable to mimic
mono ski movements and workout. The preliminary design consists of a post/hub to produce yaw rotation
and a swinging pinned platform to produce roll rotation. This subsystem will then either be stationary or
placed upon straight or curved tracks to allow lateral movement. Stability assistance and varied
resistances will be obtained through parallel resistive bands in the system. Additional design details and
analysis are still to be conducted.
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1.0 Introduction
Ethan Scott, an 18-year-old student who recently had a spinal cord injury, wishes to start mono skiing to
not only enjoy the outdoors during winter, but to work out his core and back muscles. Ethan lives in
California, where ski resorts are neither easily accessible, nor have long seasons. This has provided our
team with the challenge of designing a mono ski trainer for him to utilize in the off season to work on his
technique and to exercise with. While some trainers do exist on the market, they are very expensive, and
don’t incorporate all the features he is looking for. Besides the primary user, Ethan, the needs of Ethan’s
parents are considered as they will likely interact with the device for transportation and set-up. His
physical therapist, Mrs. Linda Wolff, will also evaluate the design from an exercise and safety standpoint.
During the design process Charley Phelan, a mono ski training instructor, and Evan Lalanne, a Paralympic
alpine skier, are both considered for their experience with mono skiing. Our team consists of four
mechanical engineering undergraduate students at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo. The members working on this project are Carson Rinkenberger, Shayla Schoensee, Barrett
Osborne, and Alex Hinerman.
The intent of this document is to outline the design process and provide insight into some of the key
aspects of the project such as concept development, concept design, design justification, as well as project
management. During the past few weeks, since our Scope of Work document was presented to our
sponsor, we have collaborated with Charley and Evan on ideas and the feasibility of our designs in
conjunction with the ideation processes discussed below. Resulting from these processes are five design
alternatives and one conceptual prototype.

2.0 Concept Development
To begin design ideation, initial brainstorms were conducted for each function outlined from the
functional diagram defined in the Scope of Work. A more detailed brainstorm focusing on the mono ski
movement simulation was also conducted. These preliminary ideas were developed into concept models
using low-cost craft materials—the idea lists, sketches, and models are included in Appendix A.
Out of the many different functions, we decided to focus on four key attributes that have the largest
impact on the form of the design. These include the lateral movement, roll rotation, yaw rotation, and
resistance types. Figure 1 defines each of these respective movements relative to the user’s seat.

Figure 1. Movement Definition Relative to User Seat
1

After initial ideation, the different ideas were organized in a Pugh matrix for each of the four major
functions. A Pugh matrix is used to compare multiple designs against each other by rating each design as
better (+), same (S), or worse (-) than a chosen datum design for each of the relevant customer criteria.
The Pugh matrices for the lateral movement, roll rotation, yaw rotation, and resistance types are included
in Appendix B. From the Pugh matrices, the top 4 designs for each function were determined. These are
illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Top Function Designs

Different combinations of each function’s design were then sketched to create multiple full system
concepts. Seven total designs were created and evaluated. Out of the seven designs, the top five were
chosen for further evaluation and are described as follows.
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Figure 2. Design 1 Sketch
Design one shown in Figure 2 consists of a pinned beam on one end with a caster wheel on the opposing
end allowing for swinging and providing lateral motion. A pinned platform sits on top of the beam to allow
for roll rotational motion, and a bearing is attached to the platform to allow for yaw rotation of the bucket
seat.

Figure 3. Design 2 Sketch
Design two shown in Figure 3 consists of curved tracks with a sled that can roll laterally across them. This
platform also features springs to stabilize the free rotation from a hub that the seat will attach to, so the
movement is more deliberate. The curved platform allows for both yaw rotation, roll rotation, and lateral
movement.
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Figure 4. Design 3 Sketch
Design three shown in Figure 4 consists of flat linear tracks to provide lateral movement, a
platform containing two curved disks sits on the sled’s platform to provide roll rotation. The seat sits on
the curved disk’s platform with a hub allowing the seat to rotate and supply yaw movement. Resistance
is added to aid in both lateral and roll movement.

Figure 5. Design 6 Sketch
Design six shown in Figure 5 uses the same pin and caster wheel beam as design one to provide a swinging
lateral motion and light yaw rotation. On top of the beam is a shaft and collar mechanism which the seat
is mounted onto allowing for roll rotational and slight forward and backwards linear movement.
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Figure 6. Design 7 Sketch
Design seven shown in Figure 6 utilizes the same curved tracks and platform mechanism as design two
allowing for lateral movement and roll rotation. The half circle platform is mounted to the sled via two
half circles which allow for added roll rotation. Attached to the platform is a post and hub mechanism to
supply yaw rotation to the seat.
We evaluated these designs as well as two others in a weighted decision matrix. A weighted decision
matrix is similar to a Pugh matrix but provides the user with a higher level of refinement. This is done by
both ranking the importance of each criterion (customer wants/needs) as well as rating the predicted
performance of each design to each criterion on a 1-5 scale rating with 1 being the lowest ranking and 5
being the highest ranking.
We first defined the weight of each criterion by ranking them against each other in Table 2. Taking the
first column as an example, if safety is less important than accessibility then safety gets a 0, if they are the
same importance, safety gets a 0.5 and if it is more important safety then it receives a 1. This gives us a
weight for each criterion that is applied to the decision matrix.
Table 2. Criteria Weighting Matrix

From this rating it was found that the top five criteria for the design are independent use, workout
muscles, engaging, and simulate motion and progressive resistance. We then rated each design for the
criteria from one to five (one being poor and five being the best) in Table 3.
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Table 3. Design Ranking

These values are then normalized by dividing each number by the maximum score, five. The normalized
score is then multiplied by the criteria weight. The resulting weighted scores for each criterion are added
together to give the design a final overall score. The weighted decision matrix is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Weighted Decision Matrix

The weighted decision matrix indicates that design one is the best design; this design features a pinned
beam with caster wheel, a swinging pinned platform, and a swivel bearing. This was mostly due to the
high scoring in independent used due to the accessible sides as well as being predicted as physically
engaging. Designs six, four, and seven were the next highest-ranking designs. A concept prototype was
then built to test the movement of the pinned beam with the caster wheel. An image of this prototype is
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Pinned Beam and Caster Wheel with Resistance Band Concept Prototype
The prototype was tested with different configurations for beam length and resistance. We began testing
with an 8-foot beam length and shortened it to 6 feet after finding that the room needed for movement
was too large. We then experimented with how the prototype would function with and without
resistance. A black resistance band is shown taught at the very end of the beam, near the caster wheel.
The consensus we came to after testing the range of motion and strength required to use this device was
that it did not simulate the motions well. This is because the device solely relied on the user to push hard
against the floor with outriggers to initiate movement. This could pose problems for our client, Ethan, due
to the design’s strength requirements. For actual mono skiing this is not the case as the sweeping
movement can be created either by leaning and pitching the upper body to transfer the CG (Center of
Gravity) location and ride the ski’s edge while engaging the outriggers with the snow when necessary.
After an internal review from our team, Charley, and Evan, our team has decided to pursue different
alternatives resulting from this prototyping experience. Such design directions will be similar to designs
two and three, mentioned in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The conclusion our team arrived at is that we
initially focused too much on the lateral movement of the design, and the movement we need to focus
on simulating first is roll, which will be complimented by lateral movement and yaw rotation. Moving
forward from this learning experience, our team will have to spend time in the next couple of months
prototyping and testing our alternative designs to properly simulate the intended movements to provide
Ethan with a machine that meets his requirements.
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3.0 Concept Design
After our learnings from the concept prototype, we reevaluated the designs and selected for our concept
design a pinned swinging platform and post-hub mechanisms to product the roll and yaw rotations,
respectively. The pinned swinging platform deemed the better design compared to the two half disks
because it is predicted the fixed axis of rotation will cause less safety concerns then rocking disks on a
board. The post and hub worked well with this design as it allows for a higher user seat height from the
platform and thus the axis of rotation compared to the swivel chair bearing. These mechanisms are
illustrated in Figure 8 along with other support and resistance features of the trainer.

Figure 8. CAD Model of Trainer Cart
For the post and hub used to simulate yaw rotation, the rotation will be limited by elastic bands so that
the chair does not rotate freely, and instead returns to a neutral forward-facing position. The cart wheels
are going to be polyurethane to supply a smooth ride for the user. The last subsystem our team has
defined is the pinned platform with variable pin locations. The variable pin locations along the vertical
member will allow our team and the user to tune the roll movement directly experienced by the bucket
seat. Tuning the roll movement with pin height allows the user to experience a more comfortable and
suitable movement by changing the point of rotation along the vertical axis. We will attempt to receive a
donated bucket seat but will likely construct our own foot tray design. Foam padding will be used around
the user’s contact areas to provide even pressure distribution in order to prevent skin abrasions or
pressure sores. The client will also need to be secured to the device, for this we intend to use various
straps. After discussion with Ethan, we found he has limited hand mobility that would make
engage/disengage buckle clasps difficult. With this in mind, we will target using retention methods such
as Velcro with large end loops for grabbing. Also, snowboard binding style ratchet bindings may also be
used where higher retention force is needed. Not shown in the above model, but will also be included,
are the adapted crutches that will serve to mimic the mono ski outriggers. These will be purchased from
third party sources and adapted to meet the trainer height as well potential added feature for secure
retainment to Ethan’s arms/hands and trainer storage.
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Our team wishes to explore two variations for the lateral movements of the trainer. The first design is
shown in Figure 9. This design utilizes curved tracks and a cart with a pinned platform attached to the cart
that the bucket seat will be attached to. The movements intended to be emphasized by this machine
primarily focus on roll, which is complimented with lateral movement across the tracks.

Figure 9. CAD Model of Trainer Cart on Curved Tracks
The purpose for choosing to place the bucket seat on the pinned platform is that this platform attempts
to simulate the roll motion one would experience while mono skiing. At either edge of the track, the
momentum of the user in the bucket seat attached to the pinned platform will be carried through the
motion, keeping the user oriented inward. Upon a successful movement downwards and transition, the
elastic bands attached to the cart will be extended to their intended maximum and will assist in pulling
the user back towards the middle and on to the opposite end of the tracks.
Based on our team's recent prototyping experience, we wish to continue developing and testing on this
design direction in the coming weeks before the beginning of January to ensure that this device not only
simulates the intended movements but allows the user to keep the generated momentum and transfer it
easily without primarily using outriggers. Our initial prototype using the pinned beam was too dependent
on the use of outriggers to simulate motion; this lesson learned provided our team with the insight that
we must design a machine to where outriggers are primarily used for balance when necessary, and not a
driving force to simulate motion.
The second design direction our team is pursing is displayed in Figure 10. Much like the previous design,
this design utilizes a track system with a cart and a carrier that has a variable pin position which the bucket
seat rests on. However, the tracks for this design are flat and not curved.
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Figure 10. CAD Model of Trainer Cart on Flat Tracks
Our team wishes to explore the direction of flat tracks due to the concern that the curved track design
may depend on the outriggers too much or provide too much speed during use. The flat track design
attempts to mitigate the possibility of these two foreseen issues but will need to be prototyped and tested
to ensure that it’s safe, easy to use, and engaging for the user. What our team has not defined yet and is
still looking into is the accessibility of this design for our client Ethan to be able to egress and ingress
quickly and safely from this device.
Some material selection has been considered and as well as foreseeable manufacturing processes we
intend to utilize to make the design possible to manufacture and inexpensive to assemble. Our team is
looking to pursue square channel for the tracks instead of tube so that the device can utilize wheels that
are easily purchased, instead of a collar that slides or bearings that roll due to the complexity of latter
design. The pivoted platform will have to be manufactured by our team due to the length of the wheelbase
of the machine. This will likely be made of steel and welded together, however since our overall design
still needs to be prototyped and tested, this is still to be determined.

4.0 Concept Justification
Our team has yet to develop an overall design based on our prototyping experience, so the justifications
made thus far are more focused on the subsystem level. To provide clarity and engineering justification
for our intended design direction that still needs to be tested, preliminary calculations were performed.
These calculations reflect the subsystem level justifications such as the force required to pull the user back
up to a neutral position and the estimated loads that will be experienced by the machine on other
components such as the bearing, and the pivoted platform. Additionally, the hazards associated with the
design are evaluated. Our team has also outlined design areas that need more attention.

4.1 Preliminary Calculations
Preliminary calculations to justify the design choice have been conducted and the results of the
calculations can be seen in Table 5. It should be noted that all calculations assume a static weight of 200
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pounds for the user and the sled, use a conservative friction factor of 0.5, and that all material is A36 steel
operating at room temperature. The first calculation was the resistance force needed to pull the sled to
neutral from the max position, for the flat track a resistance force of 100 pounds was found. The resistance
force calculation can be seen in Figure C-1 within Appendix C. The second calculation was the lug and bolt
dimension for the sled to ensure lug shear out and bolt shear do not occur. For the pinned sled a lug ear
radius of 0.825 inches with a thickness of 0.125 inches is required to prevent shear out. For the bolt on
the pinned sled a bolt diameter of 0.25 inches is needed to prevent any shear from occurring within the
bolt. The lug and bolt shear analysis can be seen in Figures C-2.1, C-2.2, and C-2.3 within Appendix C.
Table 5. Preliminary Calculated Values
Calculation
Force Required to Return Sled to Neutral
Position
Lug Ear Diameter
Lug Ear Thickness
Bolt Diameter

Value

Units

100

lbf

0.825
0.125
0.25

in
in
in

4.2 Pinch Hazards
There is a wide range of design hazards to consider as we move forward with more detailed analysis and
planning of our design. As our design will include constant movement about multiple degrees of motion,
it will be important to consider if any parts of our design could allow for potential of pinch or shear points
to the user. Areas subject to this risk are locations that rotation between two bodies occurs, specifically
at where the wheels run along the tracks, where the pinned platform rotates about, and the space in
between the swinging platform and the frame of the sled. Each rotation point could have the ability to
pinch the user if contact is made with the location during use, so designing these areas in a way such that
access is limited to these areas with the use of a guard is crucial. With the swinging platform and the frame
of the sled, it is possible that when aggressive roll rotation is achieved, that a user’s limb or the outriggers
could accidentally get caught in this area, causing a shear force on any object or limb obstructing the
motion of the platform as it swings back to neutral. We will have to design against this as to make
accidental obstruction of this area difficult or provide a cover to prevent against it. Similarly, we will need
to make sure there are no sharp edges in the design that could cause harm to the user. A large majority
of our design will be fabricated from metal, so each weld area and joint will need to be inspected and
ground down to create smooth surfaces. As for the structural components of the design, implementing
curved edges and avoiding sharp corners and burrs near where the user will be operating the trainer will
help prevent accidental cuts or lacerations due to sharp edges on the machine. A Design Hazard Checklist
is included in Appendix D, this checklist aims to assist us in taking preventative measures to ensure our
device will be safe to use and operate.

4.3 Excessive Acceleration and Deceleration Hazards
The implementation of elastic resistance will give the user the ability to further activate their muscles
while using the trainer and will aid in creating the desired movement and feel of the trainer while being
used. However, the stored energy in the elastic resistances used could create a large acceleration or
deceleration when it is stretched to the limits of the machine. Caution will be exercised when designing
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what level of resistance must be used to achieve the desired feel of the movements from the trainer and
we will test the limits of what resistances can be applied if we are to implement adjustable resistance into
the trainer, making sure the user is aware of what resistances to avoid to prevent dangerous operating
conditions. It will also be important to consider how much each type of resistance will be stretched, and
make sure that distance is well within the bounds of the operational limits of the resistance device to
avoid failure while in use. Mechanical failure of the elastic bands during use can cause harm to the user
due to the high level of stored energy in the bands.

4.4 Tipping Hazards
Another design hazard we will have to design against will be ensuring that during use the sled will not tip
or lose contact with the tracks due to acceleration, deceleration, or extending the user’s center of gravity
past the rolling contact points of the sled’s wheels. If the user is aggressively training on the machine,
preforming quick lateral motion with high acceleration and deceleration, the forces created during these
motions can create a moment that could overcome the moment created by normal forces of the wheels’
contact with the tracks, causing one of the wheels to lose contact and have the sled tip up off the tracks.
Additionally, if the user is able to extend their center of gravity past the location of the wheels, this could
also present a situation in which the sled could tip up off the tracks. To avoid both of these scenarios, we
will have to design the distance between the wheels on the sled to be wide enough to prevent extension
of the center of gravity of the bucket seat and the user past it. Also, if elastic resistance is implemented in
a certain way for lateral motion, the bands or springs could add a vertical force pulling the sled down onto
the tracks. This would further stabilize the sled and provide an added normal force on the tracks, which
attempts to mitigate the inertial forces the frame will be subjected to during use. Lastly, if needed, a
second set of wheels could be added to the underside of the tracks to prevent the sled from falling off the
track.

4.5 Structural Hazards
Many structural and mechanical aspects of our design are yet to be finalized or optimized, leaving room
for questions and unknowns that still need answers. Among the most important of these is the structural
integrity of each component’s frame, specifically the base’s frame. The frame of the base, including the
linear or curved tracks included in the design, will be supporting the weight of the entire sled assembly,
bucket seat, and the user. There will be minimally 150 pounds of static weight total in this assembly, and
when elastic resistance is considered in conjunction with the dynamic motions that occur during use, there
will be high, cyclical forces experienced by this frame during use. We will have to ensure that the stress
experienced is within a factor of safety of 6 or the cyclical fatigues defined in the ASTM workout
equipment standards. This will likely require a truss and other bracing where necessary to create a stable,
durable trainer.

4.6 Cyclical Loading of Resistance Hazards
With the many different motions this trainer will perform, we will need to be creative in how we
implement elastic resistance such that it does not put the bands in a situation that could cause failure.
These bands will undergo much cyclical stresses like the frame and other parts of the trainer will, but most
elastic forms of resistance, like springs and resistance bands, are designed for high cyclical use and
experiencing large loads or tension, so this will not be as much of a concern as is with other parts of the
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design. The main design concern for elastic resistance would be with providing resistance to the lateral
movement. We will need to provide resistance that is strong enough to hold the user in a neutral position
in the middle of the tracks, but also allow for 2-4 feet of extension in either direction. This will be
challenging, as providing a strong enough force to hold the sled in center when the user is idle will likely
require more than 100 pounds of force, or 542 Joules of energy. This force metric is a gross assumption
which considers only the flat track configuration. A sample calculation for this can be found in Appendix
C. The bands or springs providing this neutralizing force will then be required to stretch laterally as the
sled moves from side to side. This large change in length of the bands could greatly increase the resistance
experienced by the user, limiting the user’s ability to move laterally. We will have to look at how modern
ski trainers that implement this track-sled system provide lateral resistance, and tailor this design to our
trainer to allow for outrigger access to the ground and manageable forces, without over-stretching the
bands or springs.

4.7 Physical Stops
Every degree of motion our trainer aims to simulate will also need position stops, preventing the different
motions from going past a certain angle or distance to provide a safer trainer for the user. This will be
challenging in that every movement and rotation will require a different compact and effective means of
gently and safely stopping the motion of the sled and user while training. We will also need to make sure
that the device is held still while the user enters, exits, and adjusts the trainer. This will be an important
aspect of the design and will be challenging to create a system that allows users like our client, Ethan, to
independently perform the tasks of ingress and egress from his wheelchair to the bucket seat and also
make adjustments to the machine with little to no extra help.

4.8 Accessibility and Adjustability
Finally, creating a trainer in which the resistances and the bucket seat and foot bed’s height, angle, and
positioning are all adjustable will be important in making the trainer accessible for Ethan as he improves.
We hope to find a way to universally allow multiple types of bucket seats to be installed on the trainer,
allowing Ethan and other users to be able to take the chair they would use while mono skiing and mount
it on the trainer. A possible solution for this is to incorporate a ski binding at the platforms base to allow
standard mono ski chairs and supports to be attached. This will allow the trainer to be more comfortable
to use, creating a safer experience for the user as a personal chair would likely be more preventative
towards pressure sores. It would also make the experience of using the trainer more recognizable to actual
mono skiing for experienced users, as the bucket seat they use during season would be the same one they
would use while training.

5.0 Project Management
This section outlines our project plan for the 2021-2022 academic school year, including future actions
and deliverables to ensure a satisfactory product is completed within the year.
Following our preliminary design, additional concept prototypes will be constructed to evaluate the multidirection movement and resistance feel of the device over the winter break. Additionally, over winter
break some of the team members will attempt to mono ski at a ski resort to further understand the feel
and workout it requires. We also aim to collect accelerometer and heart rate data of mono ski participants.
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Sourcing of third-party objects such as the crutches and the mono ski bucket seat will also occur over this
time.
After initial feel evaluation, we will conduct more detailed analysis needed to create a structural
prototype, including but not limited to stability and strength calculations and resistance band selection.
Detailed geometry will be determined, and materials will be sources for a structural prototype. After our
design is confirmed through the structural prototype, a manufacturing plan will be drafted for the final
device build. All these items are then included in the Critical Design Review presented to the sponsor and
faculty.
Given confirmation of the design from the sponsor and faculty we will begin manufacturing the final
functional prototype in Spring 2022. This is targeting to be completed by the end of April which will
provide sufficient time for testing of the device. The product testing will include a variety of methods
including mono skier evaluations, user surveys, time trials, and measurements. Lastly, a report detailing
the final product and summarizing the entire project will be delivered to the sponsor/client as the final
design review. The expected dates of key project milestones are outlined in Table 6 below. The client and
sponsor will be notified in advance if any of these dates are to change. A more refined project plan and
associated tasks to reach each milestone are outlined in the Gantt chart found in Appendix E.
Table 6. Project Key Milestones
Milestone
Scope of Work
Preliminary Design
Review
Critical Design Review

Description
Define Problem & Project
Initial Design Solution

Date
10/20/2021
11/18/2021

Design Solution After
Detailed Analysis

02/11/2022

Final Prototype Complete

Manufacture Functional
Prototype

04/26/2022

Final Design Review

Final Design Details, Test
Results, Project Overview

06/03/2022

6.0 Conclusion
This project’s challenge is to design and build a functional at-home workout machine that will train Ethan
Scott in primary mono sit ski muscle groups, which is accomplished by successfully emulating the motions
associated with mono skiing. The purpose of this document is to outline the design processes used to
generate five design concepts and discuss the results from prototyping the best design found by use of a
weighted decision matrix. The testing we conducted with the prototype provided valuable insight in a
design direction our team wishes to avoid; this is largely in part due to the emphasis on lateral movement
and the use of outriggers with the prototyped design. Steps moving forward after this document are to
continue prototyping and testing various designs that focus more on roll movements that are
complimented with yaw and lateral movement over winter break to ensure we design and build a machine
that properly simulates mono skiing. The next deliverable, composing of the Critical Design Review will be
shared on February 11th, Ethan Scott and Mrs. Linda Wolff are to provide confirmation and feedback of
the design direction and steps moving forward we have outlined in this document.
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Appendix A: Ideation and Concept Evaluation
Table A-1. Preliminary Ideation 1
Function
Workout
Muscles

Ideas









Provide
Access




















Resistive bands
Weighted resistance
Push/pull weight
Hold an unsupported position
Hold up his body weight/ percentage
of body weight
Push body "out of balance"
Stair Stepper
Doing side pushups with outriggers












Push/ pull objects
Hydraulic Resistance
Twisting motion (Like V twists)
Resistance w/ windmill motion
Compress a gas in a cylinder
Squeeze ball
Electric shock
Vibration
Elastic resistance w/ springs
Foam compression

Velcro outriggers on machine
accessible location
Minimal support for tuning machine
Simple/ clean look
Leg support folds for access to front of
seat
Seat swivels/locks 90-180 degrees for
access from side or back
Seat on rails and translated out of
plane and locks
Lock near trainer for wheelchair
Leash on wheelchair for retrieval
Bike chain moves wheelchair close/far
Able to change settings from
wheelchair
Multiple machines for different
workouts for simpler designs
Provide video examples/ written steps
of usage
Label things intuitively
Ramp/ platform for wheelchair or
trainer to bring to appropriate height
Interchangeable seats
Change angle/resistances w/
gears/levers/ push buttons
Protect mode changes from
unintentional switching
Slight seat angle towards wheelchair
for egress/ingress

A-1

Table A-2. Preliminary Ideation 2
Function
Provide
Access

Ensure
Safety

Ideas











Reduce skin shear
Low friction leggings
Slippery materials + blanket on top
Rolling rows of beads (TSA rollers)
Memory foam fit
Flat seat angle
Foot support
Leg straps
Damped stops to reduce large
impacts/induces shear









Increase surface area
Load redistribution members (ex: 2
bars rather than 1)
No sudden contours/edge changes
Muscle massager
Emergency stop function
Quick escape ability
Device location relative to
walls/slopes

A-2

Table A-3. Preliminary Ideation 3
Function
Support
Ethan




Ideas
Straps (pulling sinch, buckled, Velcro, 
ratchet)
TRX Bands
Bungees
Tighten/loosen multiple straps at
same time
Side pole rotation limits
Machine physical stopper limits
Straps on outriggers (tethers/wrist
wraps)
Ceiling mounted ropes for loading

stabilization
Mechanical lock system
Zippers
Fabric sock for legs
Molded leg encasement (like tomb)
Curved walls for lateral leg support

Weight locks
Human support from others
Foam resistance/supports
Spring/dampers
Motivational speech
Heavy base for stability (egg punching
bag)

Truss bars
Foot/leg positioning adjustable
mechanism
Seat height adjustable mechanism
Dump angle adjustable mechanism



Spring Loaded



Memory foam absorption



Varying frictional floor surfaces
(carpet, gym foam floor, concrete)



Varying frictional end caps
(rubber/tennis ball)























Simulate
Motion
(Outriggers)

Foot bed w/ securing system

Straps secured w/ pinch point

Nesting roll angle side limits

Calf raise machine locking system

A-2

Table A-4. Preliminary Ideation 4
Function
Simulate
Motion
(Lateral
Movement)

Simulate
Motion
(Yaw
Rotation)





Ball screw (like a lathe)
Multi-directional desk chair base
Platform sliding on rails



Glide along tubes



Something else??








Turn table
Bearings
Swivel mechanism
Swivel chair post/hub
Swivel seat bearings
Rotation about pinned point

Ideas


Tube track/rail system with bongo tie
shaped interface



Concave/Convex tracks



Beam with pin/ caster end



Magnetic repulsion rotation limit

A-3

Table A-5 Preliminary Ideation 5
Function
Simulate
Motion
(Roll
Rotation/
Balance)

Simulate
Motion
(External
motion
input
control)





Ball/socket base joint
Rocking chair base
Cam rotation surface




Pivot on round point
Pinned point above tilt platform



Pinned point below tilt platform



Two half medicine balls



Piston-cylinder to promote motion in
different translation directions
Treadmill system
“Bump” motion from
hydraulic/pneumatic pistons
Mechanical rocker ride (Walmart)
Mimic forward movement/dynamic
balance with flywheel
Electric skateboard w/ roller outriggers
and monoski seat







Ideas
 Two half disk balance board



Ski edge stability interface



Tilt support with springs



Amusement park ship right
(centrifugal force)



Swing system

A-4

Table A-6. Ideations Models

Adjustable Dump Angle (Seat Angle)

Adjustable Footrest Position

Cam Rotation + Resistance Assistance Bands

A-5

Table A-7. Ideations Models

Trainer Position Stabilizer from Ropes on Ceiling

Large Rotation Movement Mechanism (Small
Front Wheel(s), Large Back Wheel(s))

Platform with Half Circles for Roll Rotation

Pin and Triangle for Roll Rotation

A-6

Table A-8. Ideation Models

Padded Seat with Different Density Pads

Caster Wheel with Pivoting Beam

Translating Seat for Easy Egress/Ingress
A-7

Table A-9. Ideation Models

Outrigger with Strap

Multi-Radial Rotational Motion Device

A-8

Appendix B: Pugh Matrices

Figure B-1. Roll Rotation Idea Sketches

Figure B-3. Roll Rotation Pugh Matrix
B-1

Figure B-4. Yaw Rotation Pugh Matrix

B-2

Figure B-5. Lateral Movement Pugh Matrix

B-3

Figure B-6. Resistance Methods Pugh Matrix

B-4

Appendix C: Preliminary Analysis Design Hazards

Figure C-1. Minimum Required Elastic Band Force and Energy

C-1

Figure C-2.1. Pivoting Platform Lug and Bolt Design Calculations

C-2

Figure C-2.2. Pivoting Platform Lug and Bolt Design Calculations

C-3

Figure C-2.3. Pivoting Platform Lug and Bolt Design Calculations

C-4

Appendix D: Design Hazards

Figure D-1. Design Hazard Checklist

D-1

Appendix E: Project Gantt Chart

Figure E-1. Mono Ski Trainer Project Gantt Chart
E-1
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Abstract
The intent of this Critical Design Review document is to provide the proposed design of a mechanical
engineering senior project-a mono sit ski at-home trainer- carried out by a group of students attending
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo to our client and user Ethan Scott. This document
provides detail of the form and function of the overall system design as well as each major subassembly.
A structural prototype of a crude version of the overall design was also built and initially tested to validate
the
simulation of mono ski motion. The preliminary evaluation of the motion comparison showed
similarity to the roll and yaw rotations of mono skiing with some promising opportunity for further
improvement of the dynamic relationship. The prototype, in conjunction with analysis of the proposed
design, provides justification that our design will meet most of the
our
defined engineering specifications. One requirement that has yet to be validated is the ability for the user,
Ethan, to use the trainer independently. This requirement, along with others will be tested within the next
few weeks on the structural prototype. A detailed manufacturing and assembly plan, as well as part
sourcing and engineering drawings are included to allow others to build or repair the design if desired.
Lastly, the overall project cost was determined and compared to the budget allotted. The current project
cost is only $53 under the $1000 funding for this project therefore any additional proposed modifications
or additions will need to be thoughtfully considered pertaining to the budget.
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1.0 Introduction
Ethan Scott, an 18-year-old student who recently had a spinal cord injury, wishes to start mono skiing to
not only enjoy the outdoors during winter, but to work out his core and back muscles. Ethan lives in
California, where ski resorts are neither easily accessible, nor have long seasons. This has provided our
team with the challenge of designing a mono ski trainer for him to utilize in the off season to work on his
technique and to exercise with. While some trainers do exist on the market, they are very expensive, and
orate all the features he is looking for. Besides the primary user, Ethan, the needs of
parents are considered as they will likely interact with the device for transportation and set-up. His
physical therapist, Mrs. Linda Wolff, will also evaluate the design from an exercise and safety standpoint.
Our team consists of four mechanical engineering undergraduate students at California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo. The members working on this project are Carson Rinkenberger, Shayla
Schoensee, Barrett Osborne, and Alex Hinerman.
Since the preliminary design review, our team was able to create multiple concept prototypes over the
Winter break that were used to evaluate the motions felt in mono skiing. Additionally, one team member,
Shayla, was able to go mono skiing and gain an understanding of the targeted motions of the trainer.
Shayla evaluated the roll mechanism prototypes which consisted of a pinned swinging platform and a cam
rocker. She observed the swinging platform was much more unstable than the mono ski and the cam
rocker with a slight flat edge on the center was a better representation of mono skiing. Additionally, the
yaw rotation was evaluated both above and below the roll rotation and determined that the yaw rotation
system underneath the roll rotation system was more representative. Lastly, in the preliminary mono
skiing evaluation noticeable lateral movement was not observed, therefore the lateral track system was
removed from the design.
The intent of this document is to provide details of the final proposed design of the trainer. This includes
explanations of the design, functions, and the analysis that supports the design to meet the predefined
specifications and expectations from the user, Ethan. Details of part procurement and the manufacturing
and assembly steps are also included. Lastly, a test plan for how the verification prototype will be tested
to further support the design requirements is outlined.

2.0 System Design
The final design of the mono ski trainer was iterated many times since the conceptual design was selected
in December. Our previous design utilized a swinging platform to provide roll rotation, a post and hub to
create yaw rotation, and a track system to allow for lateral movement. Over Winter break one of our
group members, Shayla, and our client, Ethan, were both able to go mono skiing for the first time. Shayla
was able to test the similarity to mono skiing of our two constructed prototypes, one utilizing the swinging
platform and one utilizing a cam design, both of which can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Concept Roll Prototypes (Left: Swinging Pin Platform, Right: Cam Rocker)
With
testing of the prototypes and
different priorities for the trainer due to his insight
from his mono skiing experience, we were able to determine that the conceptual design we had initially
settled on in December would not be the best design to simulate mono skiing motions. Our group, based
on the new priorities our client had, decided to concentrate on a trainer that would emphasize the roll
and yaw rotation, as those were the dominant movements
The new design
of the mono ski trainer is pictured in Figure 2 with an exploded view in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Mono Ski Trainer Design

3

Figure 3. Mono Ski Trainer, Subassembly Exploded View
The final design features cam profiles with large radii to provide roll, and a short flat surface in the middle
to provide a stability point for the trainer, as the bottom of a ski would. This Cam assembly sits on top of
a frame that is mounted to a swivel bearing that rotates to create yaw rotation. The swivel bearing is then
mounted to a plate along with handrails to assist with ingress and egress, and on the very bottom a large
wooden plate to prevent the entire trainer from tilting over during use. All the subsystems work together
to create a feel similar to mono skiing, thus will be used in the final design of the mono ski trainer; further
discussion about each individual subsystem is described below. Overall, the trainer provides yaw and roll
rotation to the user which simulates and stimulates muscles groups used while mono skiing. A detailed
drawing showing each subassembly and how they come together to create the final assembly can be
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found in
A.

Appendix

2.1 Base/Swivel Plate Assembly

Figure 4. Base/Swivel Plate Full Assembly
The Base/Swivel Plate assembly shown in Figure 4 provides a stable platform for which the entire assembly
can sit and operate. This includes removable handrails that allow the user easier egress/ingress into the
trainer, and provides yaw rotation from the large swivel bearing seen in the center of the assembly. Our
entire design features dynamic movements and forces as the user trains with it, so having a large, stable
base of which our entire assembly sits on is important. The large plywood base will be constructed of a
0.705-inch laminated plywood sheet cut to a 48 inch by 48-inch square. This large base extends past the
outermost edge of any other components in the other subassemblies in our design, ensuring that any
motion or force created will sit within the profile of the base and will prevent the trainer from tipping or
moving while in use.
The black swivel plate seen in the center of the base plate is the mechanism of our trainer that provides
yaw rotation for the user. The swivel plate being used is a 10-inch heavy duty chair swivel plate rated to
265 lbs. The mechanism consists of a circular channel of ball bearings that sit between the upper and
lower faces of the swivel plate. This wide distribution of force and low profile of the mechanism provides
smooth and sturdy rotation while in use. The swivel plate is connected to a wood spacer that sits between
it and the base plate. This is done to allow for a stronger connection to the base plate for the swivel
mechanism as the hardware for the swivel mechanism is a heavy5

thick base plate would not leave us with much material to work with, so adding the thicker
spacer
in between allows for a stronger connection between the components, and the ability to more securely
bolt the spacer to the base plate than we could the swivel mechanism to the base plate. Additionally, this
spacer allows additional clearance between the base plate and the I-Frame assembly which sits on top of
the swivel bearing and therefore will prevent the two surfaces from colliding and scraping if the I-Frame
Finally, the removable handrails are included to aid ingress and egress from the trainer. They serve the
purpose of providing stable points for users to hold onto and lift themselves up with while entering and
exiting the trainer from their wheelchair. Once the user is in the trainer, these handrails can be removed
to avoid obstruction of motion while in use. To re-install handrails after use, the user must either place
them close enough when using the trainer to be able to access them, or assistance would be needed to
help the user retrieve the handrails to get out of the trainer.
The details of the Swivel/Base Plate and Handrail subassemblies can be found in part drawings BP0-BP10
and HR0-HR7 of the
Appendix A.
2.2 I-Frame Assembly

Figure 5. I-Frame Full Assembly
The I-Frame subassembly, pictured in Figure 5, is the intermediate part of our design which focuses mainly
on stabilizing the upper components of the trainer while not actively training and providing a surface for
the cams to roll on. The two center beams of the I-Frame are screwed directly onto the swivel mechanism
included in the Base/Swivel Plate subassembly previously discussed, aiding in translating the yaw rotation
from the swivel mechanism up to the user. Bolted to the ends of these two beams are the lateral channels
on which the cams will rest. These lateral channels have 0.5-inch bumper plates secured on the outside
edges of the trainer to prevent the cams from sliding off the lateral channels and rubber strips are adhered
to the top faces on which the cams rotate. These rubber strips provide a softer surface which allows for
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smoother transition from one edge of the cam to the other, while creating more friction between the
cams and the lateral channels to lower the risk of any slipping to occur between the components.
Another component connected to the lateral channels are two pairs of 1/8 inch plates with teeth in which
our Chuck assembly sits in. These semi-circular teeth provide locations to which the dowel connecting
arms found in the Chuck subassembly can rest, locking the chucks in place on the lateral channels. The
chucks different positioning locations will provide variable roll rotation limits for the Cam assembly or
stabilize the upper components of the assembly entirely. This acts as a safety measure, limiting the range
of use of the trainer while preventing the upper components from fully tipping over. It also allows for a
stable trainer when the chucks are locked closest to the center so the user can enter or exit the trainer
safely.
The I-Frame assembly also includes the first sets of resistance band hooks, with the Cam assembly
including the other sets. These hooks are screwed into the sides of the center beams, which provide
locations for the user to add resistance to the trainer to aid in stabilization. The hardware used for these
hooks is rated to 30 pounds, allowing for each set of hooks the possibility of adding up to 30 pounds of
elastic resistance band force, while giving the user many options for different levels of resistance to
change the balance difficulty of the trainer. Additionally, these resistance bands being implemented in
the center of the subassembly help keep the upper components of the design and the cams centered on
the I-Frame subassembly by providing a force that pulls the components towards the centerline of the
trainer and preventing excessive lateral movement.
The details of the I-Frame subassembly can be found in parts LA0-LA12 of the
Appendix A.
2.3 Cam Assembly

Figure 6. Cam Full Assembly
The Cam subassembly in Figure 6 is the main system of the trainer design that provides roll rotation
movement. This assembly sits on top of the I-Frame assembly, with the 1.5-inch cam outlines on both
ends being the components that when coupled with the I-Frame allow for roll rotation. The cams are
bolted onto the end beams of the design using 3.25-inch bolts, split lock washers, and nuts to secure them
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in place. This hardware is used so that the cams are securely connected to the main frame of the
subassembly and while also allowing the cams to be replaced or switched out for different profiles if
desired. Many of our components use ¼ inch bolts secured with threaded metal inserts to provide a strong
connection. Using nuts and washers for this case allows for the cam bolts to be tightened until the cams
are securely fastened without worrying about over torquing or stripping other threaded components.
The center beams are connected to the outer beams with wood glue and dowel inserts, and extend past
the end beams to the outer edge of the cams to further provide support and proper alignment to the
cams. On the sides of the center beams is the other set of resistance band hooks, lining up with the set of
hooks that is included in the I-Frame subassembly. As discussed in the I-Frame subassembly section, these
bands provide stabilizing forces, and prevent excessive lateral motion of the cams on the outer channels.
Finally, there are two sets of holes drilled on each center beam of this assembly. These holes allow the
Seat and Frame subassembly to be securely bolted to the center beams.
The details of the Cam subassembly can be found in part drawings CA0-CA11 of the
Appendix A.
2.4 Seat and Frame Assembly

Figure 7. Seat and Frame Full Assembly
The Seat and Frame subassembly in Figure 7 includes the components that support the user while the
trainer is in use. The frame is composed of one inch and ¾ inch diameter aluminum tubing that is bent to
shape, and provides locations to which the seat, foot tray, and calf padding can be connected to. The flat
rectangular feet at the bottom legs of the aluminum tubing frame are the points at which the Seat and
Frame subassembly is bolted to the Cam subassembly.
The seat for the trainer is a plastic molded seat which is bolted to the pipe frame, of which the bolts are
covered with a plastic base insert to protect the user. High density foam is adhered to the entire inside
contour of the seat to provide further padding and protection to the user. The seat includes Velcro straps
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connected to each side of the seat, allowing the user to secure themselves in the seat while using the
trainer. The top strap is sewn with a large loop to provide an easy grabbing location by the user. The seat
and the angle at which the user sits are meant to mimic similar seating angles used in mono skiing.
The foot tray is composed of wood panels of the same material we use for most of the other wood
components. This foot tray provides a location of which the user may secure their feet while using the
trainer, as one would while mono skiing. It is coupled with a calf pad on the lateral tubing just before the
foot tray that adds further protection for the user.
The frame and seat being used were donated to the project from a past cross country sit ski mechanical
engineering senior project. The foot tray, Velcro straps, and padding are all modifications our team plans
to make to cater the seat
The details of the Seat and Frame subassembly can be found in part drawing SF0 of the
Appendix A.
2.5 Chuck Assembly

Figure 8. Chuck Assembly
The final subassembly of our project is the Chuck subassembly shown in Figure 8. These chucks are used
to prevent or restrict the rolling motion of the cam that sits on top of the I-Frame subassembly. These
safety mechanisms are composed of two wooden chucks that sit at on each side of the end beams that
are a part of the I-Frame assembly (see Figure 9 and 10, for location and orientation of chucks in with
respect to the I-Frame subassembly) and can move back and forth along the end beams. The dowel that
connects each chuck acts as a handle for the user to grab and change the location of the chucks, and
doubles as the locking mechanism as well. When the dowel is dropped within the chuck teeth, the circular
outline of the chuck teeth prevents the dowels from moving in either direction, and the dowels must be
lifted up out of the teeth to disengage the lock. This simple yet effective mechanism allows for easily
adjusted chuck locations by the user on the fly, and even full locking of the system to stabilize the trainer.
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Rubber lining may be added to the interacting angled face of the chuck if found needed during testing to
provide extra grip with the wooden cams.

Figure 9. Close up view of chucks showing dowel locking into place within chuck teeth

Figure 10. Chuck to cam interaction
The details of the Chuck subassembly can be found in part drawings CH0-CH8 in the
Appendix A.
2.6 Cost Breakdown
The budget for this project is $1,000. Table 1 summarizes the cost of each of the subsystems excluding tax
and shipping fees.
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Table 1. Subsystem Cost Summary
Subsystem
Base Swivel Plate Assembly
I-Frame Assembly
Cam Assembly
Seat and Frame Assembly
Chuck Assembly
Misc Overall Assembly Parts
Outrigger Assembly
Total Cost (assume 7.5% tax)
Budget

Overall Cost
$301.32
$89.13
$72.40
$123.23
$48.53
$180.73
$65.59
$947.00
$1000.00

From this table we see each subsystem is similarly priced compared to its size. The large base plate
plywood is a key contributor to the Base Swivel Plate assembly being the most expensive subassembly.
The overall cost nearly reaches the allotted project budget. However, shipping costs should be low given
many items can be purchased locally at Home Depot or with free shipping on Amazon Prime. A more
detailed breakdown of part cost can be found in the Intended Bill of Materials as well as the project budget
located in Appendix B.

3.0 Design Justification
The specifications that govern our design and the criteria we require it to meet are organized into 3
categories: safety and stability, accessibility, and function. Here the specifications and how the trainer
aims to meet these specifications are discussed, and engineering analyses are presented when
applicable. A detailed list of the specifications which were originally developed in the Statement of Work
(SOW) are included in Appendix C. The structural prototype shown in Figure 11 was also built to
evaluate and test some of the design specifications.
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Figure 11. Mono Ski Trainer Structural Prototype.
The structural prototype s primary purpose was to evaluate how well the trainer mimics the motions of
mono skiing, as well as its overall accessibility and use. Discussed later in this section are the lessons
learned from developing and testing the trainer, as well as the insights provided to our team.
Concluding this section is a discussion of overall trainer safety, maintenance, and repair considerations. A
more in-depth analysis and ranking of considerations and concerns is presented in Tables C-1 through C5 in Appendix C. This is the failure modes and effect analysis conducted by our group of the trainer, which
ranks the most dangerous to least dangerous attributes of the trainer.

3.1 Safety and Stability
To ensure that our mono ski trainer would be structurally sound in geometry as well as at connecting
points, analyses regarding frame stiffness and strength, and fastener removal force were conducted. All
these analyses can be found in Appendix D. The beam bending analysis for our selection of Douglass Fir
woods showed the center beams, which see the largest loads of the system, maintain a factor of safety to
failure of over six and only sees a maximum deflections under 0.05 inches. We believe these safety factors
and deflections are more than adequate for the trainer. It should be noted that due to our material choice
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of wood, and the numerous fasteners used, the analysis of the removal force of fasteners was conducted
for only one fastener. This was done because our frame consists of a variety of screw and bolt patterns at
various connection points, and these also feature adhesive and dowel pins at certain locations. Therefore,
since the average removal force of one #8 wood screw was found to be over 100 pounds, it is assumed
that all connection points featuring one or more of the three fastening types is secure, as we are not
expecting to see this magnitude of loadings on the joints. The structural prototype, also made of wood
and fastener connections, felt robust during use and no noticeable yielding occurred. The calculations
regarding fastener forces were done in accordance with the National Design Specification for Wood
Construction [1].
To ensure that our trainer is safe to use for prolonged periods of sitting, the bucket seat will be lined with
new foam pa
cylinder. These precautions are being taken to prevent our client from developing pressure sores and skin
abrasions during the life of the trainer.
Our trainer was designed with the notion that it would need to be transportable and have a footprint area
less than eight feet by six feet. Our structural prototype s footprint is two feet by three feet and was found
to be stable along the three-foot length during aggressive tilting use. The current design models created
have a four-foot by four-foot base which we expect to remain stable while also meeting the footprint
specification. The trainer structural prototype was not found to not tip over when placed on a 10-degree
incline in the most unstable direction with a user in the bucket seat. This satisfies the ASTM F2277
standard for workout equipment stability testing [2].
Although the design has chucks to limit degree of roll rotation there is some danger in fully tipping over
the Cam assembly during use. The use of outriggers by the user can help prevent this in addition to adding
resistance bands between the Cam and I-Frame subassemblies to reduce the freedom to roll. The
resistance bands were selected to be Blue TheraBands and then sized to a length for the geometry to
provide tension. Analysis was then conducted to find that the system requires four, four-inch long blue
TheraBands on each side in order to prevent the user from tipping past the max designed rotation of 45
degrees. Details of this analysis can be found in Figures D-5 and D-6 in Appendix D.

3.2 Accessibility
Designing our trainer with accessibility in mind has been one of the primary factors in driving our design.
Adding removable handrails to the sides of the bucket seat for assisted ingress and egress, as well as
meeting our ingress and egress time specification of one minute. More accessibility considerations were
made such as designing the footrest angle to be infinitely adjustable with hose clamps. This decision was
driven due to a lack of standards for disability design because each disability is unique. Time trails for the
ingress and egress time specification have yet to be conducted. It should be noted that the handrails are
designed out of steel, and with a very conservative load case only deflect 0.162 inches out of plane and
have a safety factor of two for yielding. The calculation and model for this can be found in Appendix D, in
figures D-14 through D-18.
To ensure that our group met the specification requiring no more than 3 tool types for assembly, the
trainer was designed so that it could be assembled and disassembled with a drill, a socket wrench, and an
Allen wrench, however it should be noted that multiple sizes and bit kits for these tools is required. These
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tool types are very common, and our group also found that when assembling our structural prototype
that they were the easiest to use. For example, using the drill to screw into wood and secure it together,
lag screws for the swivel plate, and hex heads for connecting the seat frame to the trainer frame because
the geometry of the frame is difficult to fit a drill into the area.

3.3 Function
The intent of our mono ski trainer has been to simulate the motions associated with mono skiing while
training the muscles of the user. To ensure that our trainer meets this overall requirement, four
specifications were created. The first is a survey where the user rates the comfort, engagement, and
aesthetics of the trainer. The second is a muscle fatigue evaluation, our team has designated that an
acceptable decrease in strength of 10% after 30 minutes of use is sufficient in exercising the muscles of
the user. This aims to be accomplished with controlling the roll and yaw rotation of the trainer while
help with user stability and can also build up muscular endurance if the user needs to engage one arm
more than the other. In conjunction with a muscle fatigue evaluation, a heart rate assessment of the user
during 15 minutes of use will be taken. The target heart rate our team will be looking for will be found for
each user using Equation 3.3.1 where THR is the target heart rate, Age is the users age, and RHR is the
users resting heart rate. During testing the users heart rate will be measured using a smart watch heart
rate monitor. Our trainer aims to meet this specification the same way it will meet the muscle fatigue
specification.
(3.3.1)
The last specification is a mono skier evaluation of our trainer. Our team has consulted with a local mono
skier previously about trainer designs, so he, as well as one of our team members, will be assessing the
overall feel of the trainer during operation.

3.4 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations
Safety considerations for the mono ski trainer revolve around the exercise bands used to control the roll
respect to the horizontal. The concern with using these exercise bands is that the bands will degrade over
time after repetitive use and will snap. Our team plans to use a shroud to contain the bands so injury to
the user does not occur, however, the shroud is still in development. More safety concerns are that as the
of the trainer without the chucks at either end of the cam profile can cause the upper part of the trainer
to tip over, in this event our team recommends the use of a helmet.
of tools needed to assemble and disassemble it, and that the trainer is compartmentalized. All the
components on the trainer besides the swivel bearing are readily available at a local hardware store, and
are helped together by brackets, fasteners, and adhesive where necessary. Thus, repair and maintenance
of the trainer are easily achieved by the client. To maintain the wood on the trainer and to ensure that it
degrades only from mechanical wear and not from environmental wear, it is recommended that
depending on the varnish used for the final design prototype
specifications.
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The exercise bands used on the trainer should also be visually inspected at regular intervals and taken off
the trainer when done so that a full inspection occurs. The user should look for discoloration, cracks, and
stretch marks on the bands these are indicators that the bands should be replaced soon or immediately.

4.0 Manufacturing Plan
The design of the mono ski trainer was created to use easily purchasable parts from a local hardware
store, while keeping custom intricate fabricated parts to a minimum. Lumber was chosen as the main
material of choice as it is easy to acquire and does not take any special manufacturing or expensive
equipment to modify in case the user needs to replace a component of the design. Lumber also provides
the proper strength at a relatively low cost in order to fit within the budget allotted. To make the final
prototype materials need to be procured first. We plan on having all materials for the build procured by
2/24/2022 in time to start the verification prototype manufacturing on 2/26/2022. The manufacturing
and assembly time is allotted plenty of time of four weeks and will be completed by 4/26/2022 in time for
testing. Details of how this this build time relates to the entire timeline are seen in the Ghantt chart of
Appendix H.

4.1 Procurement
The procurement of parts needed for the final prototype will come from a variety of different sources.
S
Engineering Department. Wood stocks will be purchased from the local Home Depot. General hardware,
adhesives, and wood stains will also be purchased from Home Depot. More particular fasteners will be
ordered from McMaster Carr. Some items will be ordered from Amazon including the swivel chair plate
bearing, TheraBand resistance bands, rubber linings, foam linings, and Velcro straps. The calf padding
foam will be purchased from FoamNoodles. Lastly, the forearm crutches adapted to outriggers will be
purchased from Walmart. Part sources are further detailed out in the iBOM found in Appendix B. The
items will be purchased by the team both personally and through the Mechanical Engineering
Department.

4.2 Manufacturing
The manufacturing plan is split into different assemblies with the steps needed to manufacture each
part listed below.
Cam Assembly
Step 1: Two full cam profiles will be cut out of Douglas Fir 2x8 planks using the water jet.
Step 2: Two shadow cam profiles will be cut out of Douglas Fir 2x8 planks using the water jet.
Step 3:
Step 4:

.

Step 5: Using
repeat for the second 2x4 plank.
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Step 6: Using the belt sander sand any burrs left in the 2x4 slots, any rough edges of the cam slots and
profile.
Step 7: Check the press fit between the 2x4 plank slot and the cam and shadow cam slots, sand any
interferences.
Step 8: Using the drill press with a
Step 9: Spot glue the shadow cam to the full cam profile ensuring the profiles align. Drill through the
Step 10:
the plank, repeat on opposite side, repeat
for the second 2x4 plank.
Step11:
h slot. Repeat
for the other shadow cam.
Step 12:
Step 13: Drill
Step 14: Repeat steps 12 and 13 for the second 2x4 plank.
Step 15:
the front of the beam. Repeat for the second 2x4 plank.
Base Swivel Plate Assembly
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
located 0.
Step 4:
Step 5:
usi
Handrail Assembly
Step 1: Using the miter saw cut 48

two

Step 2: Using the grinding wheel deburr the pipe ends.
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Step 3:
Step 4: Using the lathe secure cut pipe collar to pipe flange and bore the inner diameter of pipe
three pipe collars.
Step 5: Ensure the pipe fits snug within the bored pipe collar and pipe elbows.
Foot Tray Assembly
Step 1: Using the table saw cut 2x8 Douglas Fir into
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5: Using the drill
I-Frame Assembly
Step 1:
Step 2:

ight

Step 3:

.

Step 4:
of the plank, drill three more holes at
Step 5:

Step 6:
plan
inside edge.
Step 7:
Step 8: Using
Step 9:

Step 10: Drill a through hole centered along the wide face of the 3
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Step 11:
Step 12:
bumper.
Step 13: Repeat steps 11 and 12 for the opposite edge of the bumper.
Step 14: Repeat Steps 11-13 for the second bumper.
Step 15:
Step 16:
n the top corners of the
endplate, consider the top side to be the side without holes. Repeat for the second bumper
Step 17: Using the belt sander smooth the endplate fillets and reduce any sharp points of the end
Chuck Assembly
Step 1:
pass.
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5: Using the table saw with a 45Step 6:
Step 7:

Step 8: Using fine grit sand paper and a sanding sponge lightly sand the edges of the chuck and any
blowout from the cuts.
*NOTE: Chuck assembly includes parts: connecting arms, dowel, end cam channels. Further testing is
required before material and dimensions can be determined for these parts and as such, they are
excluded from this manufacturing plan until such tests have been conducted.
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4.3 Assembly
All wooden parts prior to assembly will be sanded, stained, and dried. After subassemblies are completed,
a sealant coat will then be applied to the wooden components. During assembly be cautious to ensure
dust and debris do not enter the swivel chair bearing.
Seat and Frame Assembly
The bucket seat that was donated needs to be repadded. To join the cut foam lining to the seat a 3M 74
spray adhesive for foam will be used. The bucket seat will then be mounted to the frame using the existing
-20 bolts, washers and nuts. For the frame the calf padding will be placed over the existing calf bar and
the foam adhesive used to seal the cut ends of the padding diameter. To assemble the foot tray, the two
plywood parts will be screwed together as a butt joint with wood glue between the joint and two #
torx wood screws. Two L-brackets are screwed into the inner joint o
screws. The two hose clamps will be then located on the outside of the foot tray and attached screwing
through the inside diameter of the
Attach the
Velcro leg straps to the frame by looping the free end around the side member and sewing it back upon
itself.
Cam Assembly
An eyebolt within a handheld drill will be used to screw the hooks into the four pilot holes of the center
beam to the full depth of the straight length of the hook with the hooks curved up. Next each cam end
will be bolted to an end beam using -20 x 3.25
split lock washers and nut.
Tighten screw ¼ turn past hand tight. Align the cam and end beam to the lap joint of the center beams
and check the fit, sanding if needed. Apply wood glue to the joint surfaces and then rejoin the surfaces.
Add the
wooden dowel pins through the end beam holes and hammer with wooden mallet until
fully seated. Repeat this process with other side of end beams. Clamp the system, ensuring it is square
and allow the wood glue to dry. Once dry use a hack saw to cut protruding wooden dowel ends then sand
until flush with center beam. Then attach L brackets to the underside of the center beam and end beam
using
torx wood screws.
I-Frame Platform Assembly
First install the threaded inserts into
ends of the center beams. Also, install threaded
inserts into
. Then screw the bolt hooks into the
the thickness of the center beam to the full depth of the straight length of the hook and the hooks curved
down. Mount the chuck teeth
-20 x
button head screws and washers
ensuring the tooth side facing inward. Place spot glue on the end beam, near but not on threaded insert
hole. Align the center beams on top of the
-20 x button head screws and
washers. Let the assembly dry. Then align the bumper plates to the end of the assembly with the bottom
flush of the center beams and center along the length of the end beam. Screw the bumper to the end
beam and center plate using
. Assemble the U-bolt to the bumper ends, facing
outward, and tighten the nut. Lastly, clean off the end beam surface and then apply the rubber lining
centered on the beam pressing until adhesive has bonded.
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Chuck Assembly
Then apply the rubber lining onto the
angled face of the chucks. Hold with pressure until adhesive as bonded to the wood. Place the two swivel
arms through the wooden dowel. Once along its length, place wood glue on the dowel ends and center
the dowel end caps concentric to the dowel, attaching through
torx wood screws. Allow assembly
to dry. Once dry, attach the chucks to the swivel arms through -20 x ¾ screws, retaining a 0.05
clearance to allow rotation of the swivel arm around the screw.
Base Swivel Plate Assembly
To begin the assembly, mount the swivel chair bearing to the spacer plate pilot holes using M8-35mm lag
screws and a socket wrench. Ensure the bearing is free of excessive dust or wood shavings. Then place
the hex head bolts w/ split lock washers into the counterbored holes on the bottom of the base
plate to have the threaded end sticking outward. Place the spacer plate with bearing onto the bolts and
secure with a washer and nut. Locate position of bungee hook handle on base plate and mount using #8
Handrail Assembly
First check the threading fit between all parts and slip fit between the handrail collars and lengths. Brush
away any debris on fitting ends. Then apply Loctite adhesive on the ends of the external threads of the
handrail top segments. Thread the elbow fittings onto either end ensuring the fittings are oriented in the
same direction. Then apply Loctite to the handrail length pipes threaded end a screw into the other end
of the elbow fitting. Apply Loctite to the threaded end of the handrail collars and thread into the
baseplate. Wipe away any access glue in the process. Slide the collar assemblies onto the end of the Ushaped pipe assembly.
Overall Assembly
For the overall assembly first join the I-Frame assembly to the Base Swivel Plate assembly by aligning the
swivel plate slots to the four
-Frame assembly. Screw in four
M8 x 35mm lag bolts using a socket wrench until tight. Vacuum away any wood shavings that may have
formed.
Meanwhile, install the Seat and Frame assembly to the Cam assembly using socket heat screws,
split-lock washers and nuts in the eight slotted locations of the frame base using a hex key until tight. Add
the resistance band shroud to the Cam/Seat and Frame sub assembly using ,
washers and nuts. Place the formed subassembly on the I-Frame assembly with the cams centered along
the end beam rubber strips. Add the Chuck assemblies to either side of the cam disk and interlock the
dowels into the inner chuck teeth associated with a fully locked system of the cams. Add the eight
resistance band loops between the corresponding hooks of the cam and I-Frame assembly. Reassure that
the Cam/Seat and Frame assembly is centered and not tilted with respect to the I-Frame assembly.
Align the handrail sub-assemblies to the sides of the bucket seat to an ergonomic position and mark the
position of the handrail baseplate holes to the base plate. Use a hand drill and
holes on the marked positions. With the handrail U-bends still in the collars, install the handrail baseplates
to the pilot holes using #10 x
Phillips wood screws using a screwdriver.
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Outrigger Assembly
The outriggers will be made from modified (shortened) forearm crutches. A wire lock clevis pin will be
installed at the appropriate height hole alignment for the user. Optional added connection of the crutches
to the user can be obtained by wrapping the resistance band strips around the forearm and crutch and
tucking it back upon itself to secure. Tennis balls can be added over the ends of the crutches to vary the
friction interaction with the ground.

5.0 Design Verification Plan
The design verification plan tests are split into three main categories, safety, usability, and compatibility.
Each category and their respective tests are described below. For a majority of these test the structural
prototype will be used to confirm plausibility and will be tested on the final design to ensure their validity.
A full list of all DVP test can be seen in Appendix G.

5.1 Safety
The core specification of the mono ski trainer is that it must be safe to use and provide as little risk to the
user as possible. The first safety test ensures that the elastic bands used will be able to maintain their
force after constant use. Although the bands already have a rating to them verification of the plastic strain
will be important to assure that the bands will not lose force during normal use. The other part of this test
will ensure that the interaction between the bands and the hooks does not cause any abrasions or material
defects that would cause the bands to snap or reduce force during use. This test will use a pull tester to
measure the force of the band when pulled to a set length checked by a tape measure or ruler. Test
uncertainty and error propagation will be conducted for this test to ensure accurate data measurements
are taken.
The second safety test is to ensure that the device has no sharp points or pinch points that the user can
easily come in contact with. This test will be done on both the structural prototype and the final prototype
to ensure any overseen pinch points do not go unnoticed. The current concerning areas for pinch point
are the chuck arm ends and the lower I beam ends, special attention will be taken when testing these
areas.
es when
rolling from one side to another when the chuck system is set to the max distance. The test will be
conducted using the structural prototype.
The final safety test is a pressure point test on the mono ski seat. Pressure sores and skin abrasions are a
big safety factor when it comes to the design of the mono ski trainer. This test will ensure that adequate
pressure is distributed to the user while seated and while in motion, this test will be conducted for both
the seat and the foot tray as well as the calf rest.

5.2 Usability
Usability of the mono ski trainer must be considered when designing, the user must be able to easily enter
and exit the device in a timely matter and the device must be easy for the user to adjust and use. The first
test for usability is an ingress egress test. This test will ensure that the user can easily enter and exit the
device and that the handrail system provides adequate support when entering and exiting. The goal of
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the test is to make sure that the user can enter and exit the device on their own and to ensure that exiting
can be done in a timely manner in the event of an emergency. This test will also check if there are any
unforeseen components that cause difficulty during ingress and egress.
The second usability test is the ability to easily adjust the chuck system. For this test to have passing results
the user must be able to easily adjust the chuck system both while in the device and while out of the
device. Since the chuck system controls the angle at which the device can roll the chuck system must
remain in place while in use with little to no play. The test will also ensure that the user can easily lock the
cam device in place while in the device as locking the cam in position will be needed in order to exit the
device. The chuck device should also require little to no strain on the user as they will be adjusted
frequently throughout use.

5.3 Compatibility
Because the mono ski trainer was designed in components compatibility is a major factor in order for the
device to function properly. The first compatibility test is to ensure that the wedge system can properly
prevent the cam system from rolling when set to the minimum position. This test will also ensure that
when a force is applied to the frame, such as the user trying to roll the cam, the chuck system will remain
in place and the cam system will remain at an angle of 0 degrees. This test will be conducted on the
structural prototype with different band strengths as well as with different wedge shapes and material
for the wedge end plates. The test will also ensure that the wedges will not move out of position when a
force is applied to the wedges at any position.
The second compatibility test is to ensure that the I-Frame assembly will not be obstructing the users
wheelchair when trying to enter the device, this test will be conducted multiple times from multiple
different positions with mock I beam bases set to the same dimensions and height as the final design.
Another compatibility test will be to ensure that the handrail system can be easily removed by the user
while inside the device as well as to test that the user can easily reinsert the handrail system while seated
in the device. This test will be conducted with a mock handrail and a chair.
The next compatibility test is to ensure that the footrest provides adequate support for the user, because
the footrest is an inexpensive and easy to manufacture part this test will use a prototype of the proposed
footrest system attached to the frame and seat system. The user will sit in the frame and chair and review
the footrest and seat to determine any design adjustments or areas of improvement.
The final compatibility test will be the muscle fatigue and mono ski simulation test, this test will be
conducted using the structural prototype with the final frame and seat attached. The goal of this test is to
ensure that the device provides adequate muscle growth while successfully simulating the feeling of mono
skiing after a 10-minute use time. For this test we will have someone use the device for 10 minutes and
compare heart rate data from before and after testing, as well as assess the feel of mono skiing while in
the device. Because this test cannot be quantified with numerical data multiple users will be using the
device and providing feedback in a survey.
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6.0 Conclusion
This Critical Design Review report provided a detailed explanation of the final design prototype to be
built this spring including the design function, materials, manufacturing, and verification plan. Some
immediate next steps to determine whether the design needs modification is testing the independent
use aspect of the trainer. For this we plan on constructing a handrail prototype to add to the structural
prototype and allow the user, Ethan, to evaluate the prototype. We specifically would like him to
evaluate the difficulty and time it takes to get in and out of the trainer, adjust the chuck locations, reach
down and change resistance bands, and his reach distance to the floor (to see if the removed handrails
can just be placed on the ground or need a specific mounting location). We also will be adding a foot
tray prototype to the frame and getting feedback on user comfortability and body positioning in the seat
and frame. An additional feature we would like to explore is adding a jack system that will raise the front
nose of the trainer upward. We believe this will improve the dynamic interdependence of the roll and
yaw rotation by having as the user leans in one direction the trainer will also turn to rotate in that
direction. This will also make the trainer more engaging for the user, however we need to consider
design feasibility along with the budget for this feature. Following these design explorations and
validations the team will then begin procuring materials to build the final prototype and start building at
the beginning of next quarter (April 2022). Once built the final prototype will go through design
verification testing and then be presented at the senior design Expo, along with a Final Design Review
report. Up to the current design proposal presented, we would like confirmation from our sponsor of
the design and testing proposals so we can proceed with part procurement and manufacturing before
the end of the quarter.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Drawing & Spec Package
See attached parts manual below:

A-1

DRAWING LIST AND PART DRAWINGS
Part
Number

F1
SF0
SA0
SA1
SA2
SA3
SA4
FA0
FA1
FA2
FA3
FA4
FA6
FA7
FA8
FA9
FA10
SF1
SF2
SF3
CA0
CA1
CA2
CA3
CA4
CA5
CA6
CA7
CA8
CA9
CA10
CA11
LA0
LA1
LA2
LA3
LA4
LA5
LA6
LA7
LA8

Descriptive Part Name

Final Assy
Seat and Frame Assembly
Seat Assembly
Bucket Seat
Foam Lining
Foam Adhesive
Velcro Straps
Frame Assembly
Bucket Seat Frame
Calf Padding
Foot Tray
Foot Tray Heel
Hose Clamp with Bolt
Velcro Leg Strap
L Bracket
Wood Screws 1"
Wood Screws 2"
Bucket Seat Mounting Bolts
Bucket Seat Mounting Nuts
Bucket Seat Mounting Washers
Cam Assembly
Center Beam
End Beam
Cams
Resistance Band Hooks
L Brackets
Wood Screws
Dowel Pins
Wood Glue
Button Head Screw
Split Lock Washers
Nuts
Lower I-Beam Platform Assembly
Center Beam
End Beam
End Bumper
Chuck Teeth
Bumper Fastening Screws
Center-End Beam Fastening Screws
Rubber Lining
Washers

Qty

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
10
2
4
4
4
1
2
2
2
8
4
16
8
1
6
12
6
1
2
2
2
4
8
8
2
16

LA9
LA10
LA11
LA12
CH0
CH1
CH2
CH3
CH4
CH5
CH6
CH7
CH8
BP0
BP1
BP2
BP3
BP4
BP5
BP6
BP7
BP8
BP9
BP10
HR0
HR1
HR2
HR3
HR4
HR5
HR6
HR7

Threaded Inserts
Chuck Teeth Screws
Bungee U-Bolt Mount
Resistance Band Hooks
Chuck Assembly
Wood Chucks
Wood Dowels
Dowel End Caps
Wood Screws
Chuck-Dowel Swivel Arm
Threaded Inserts
Connecting Arm Screw
Rubber Lining
Base Swivel Plate Assembly
Swivel Plate
Base Plate
Spacer Plate
Lag Screws
Bolts
Nuts
Washers
Bungee Hook Handle
Handle Screws
T-Nuts
Handrail Assembly
Handrail Baseplate
Handrail Collar
Handrail Top
Handrail Elbow Fittings
Handrail Lengths
Loctite
Baseplate Bolts

16
8
2
8
2
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
1
1
1
4
4
4
4
1
4
4
2
4
4
2
4
4
1
16

Appendix B: iBOM and Budget
Table B-1. Indented Build of Materials Part 1

B-1

Table B-2. Indented Build of Materials Part 2

B-2

Table B-3. Project Budget Part 1.

B-3

Table B-4. Project Budget Part 2.

B-4

Appendix C: SOW Specifications
Table C-1. Engineering Specifications for the Mono Ski Trainer.
Specification
Number
1

Specification
Description
Pressure sores, skin
abrasions, pinch
points, sharp edges

2

Time trials

3

Footprint size
Cycles to
mechanical failure

4

Requirement or
Target (unit)

Tolerance

Risk*

Verification**

0

Maximum

M

I

< 1 minute for
egress/ingress
< 3 min for
adjustments

+1 minute

M

T, S

Maximum

M

A, I

±3,000 Cycles

L

A

17,000 Cycles

Comfort 4/5,
Rating of 3
aesthetics 3/5,
M
I
Minimum
engagement 3/5
Strength decreases
Muscle fatigue
6
10% after 30min
±5%
L
T
evaluation
workout
Mono skier
4/5 similarity to
Rating of 4
7
M
S
evaluation
mono skiing
minimum
No tip over at any
8
Stability during use
Minimum
L
A, T
10° angle
100 minimum
Heart rate during
Heart rate
9
150
L
T
15min training
100bpm
maximum
Spring rate and
Max % k decreases
10
plastic deformation
Maximum
M
A, T
measurements
Tool types required
11
2
L
I, T
±1
assembly
Similar to mono
12
Accelerometer Data
± 30%
H
T
skiing
*Associated Risk to Meet Requirement: High (H), Medium (M), and Low (L)
**Method of Verification: Analysis (A), Inspection (I), Testing (T), and Similarity to Existing Design (S)
5

Google Survey

Strikethrough values not longer planned specifications

C-1

Appendix D: Analyses

Figure D-1. Cam Center Beam Bending Part 1 [3][4]
D-1

Figure D-2. Cam Center Beam Bending Part 2

D-2

Figure D-3. I-Frame Center Beam Bending Part 1 [3]

D-3

Figure D-4. I-Frame Center Beam Bending Part 2
D-4

Figure D-5. Roll Resistance Band Force and Cam Stabilization Part 1
D-5

Figure D-6. Roll Resistance Band Force and Cam Stabilization Part 2
D-6

Figure D-7. Adhesive Lap Shear and Peel Strength Calculations.
D-7

Figure D-8. Sample Fastener Calculation [1].
D-8

Figure D-9. Table of Withdrawal Forces for Size #8 Wood Screws [1].

D-9

Figure D-10. Table of Lateral Forces for Size #8 Wood Screws [1].

D-10

Figure D-11. Table of Withdrawal Forces for Lag Screws [1].

Figure D-12. Table of Lateral Forces for Lag Screws [1].
D-11

Figure D-13. Dowel Bearing Strengths in Wood Members [1].

D-12

Figure D-14. Maximum Anticipated Handrail Stress.

Figure D-15. Maximum Anticipated Handrail Deflection.

D-13

Figure D-16. Sample Handrail Deflection Calculation for FE Model Correlation.
D-14

Figure D-17. Sample Handrail Deflection FE Model Correlation.

Figure D-18. FE Model of Handrail Setup.
D-15

Figure D-19. Handrail Mesh.

D-16

Appendix E: Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Table E-1. Failure Modes and Effect Analysis Part 1.

E-1

Table E-2. Failure Modes and Effect Analysis Part 2.

E-2

Table E-3. Failure Modes and Effect Analysis Part 3.

E-3

Table E-4. Failure Modes and Effect Analysis Part 4.

E-4

Table E-5. Failure Modes and Effect Analysis Part 4.

*All items with a strikethrough are no longer relevant due to a previous design iteration but are left in the spreadsheet for
transparency.

E-5

Appendix F: Design Hazards

Figure F-1. Design Hazard Checklist.

F-1

Figure F-2. Design Hazard Descriptions and Planned Actions.

F-2

Appendix G: Design Verification Plan
Table G-1. Design Verification Plan Page 1

G-1

Table G-2. Design Verification Plan Page 2

G-2

Table G-3. Design Verification Plan Page 3

G-3

Appendix H: Gantt Chart

Figure H-1. Mono Ski Project Ghantt Chart
H-1
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1.0 Design Updates
Updates made to our design following CDR were implemented to increase the safety and convenience of
the trainer for the user. The first two changes that were made were the addition of motion lockout
features. To lockout yaw rotation, a 2” x 4” cut to 19‐7/8" was mounted to the lower I‐beams with a hole
drilled through the protruding end so that a wooden dowel pin can fit through this and the anchoring 4”
x 4” block fastened to the baseplate. This allows the user to easily lockout yaw before and after using the
trainer with the simple pull of a pin. For clarity on this design, Figure 1 shows the yaw lockout device
installed on the trainer.

Figure 1. Yaw Lockout Device.
The other safety addition implemented was a device which limits the maximum roll angle which can be
achieved on the trainer. We sought to use something readily available and easy to replace if this
component ever began to wear down, so our team decided to use Paracord. We implemented two strands
of Paracord with 110 lb load limits each on both sides of the trainer, allowing for 220 lbs total on each
side. Figure 2 shows the roll lockout mechanism installed and how it limits further motion at max roll.
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Figure 2. Roll Lockout Device.
As can be seen in the pictures, the simple addition of Paracord prevents the user and the upper half of
the trainer from fully tipping over if such aggressive movements were achieved. This works by limiting the
opposing edge of the Cam Assembly’s center beams to a max deflection with respect to the lower I‐Beam's
center beams corresponding to approximately 45‐degrees from neutral. This adds a level of safety and
comfort to the user, ensuring that there is no need to worry if the upper half of the trainer will tip or lose
contact with the lower half while in use.
Our team also found that egressing from the trainer caused the upper half of the trainer to lift due to the
ergonomic design of the seat which hugs the user's legs. This lifting of the back edge of the trainer’s Cam
and Seat Assemblies would make egressing more difficult as the bucket seat typically stayed attached to
the user, making lifting your body over the edge of the bucket seat difficult. To solve this problem, a simple
hook‐and‐rope system was implemented around the trainer, keeping the seat and frame held down. This
system runs a single strand of Paracord from the back of the seat frame, underneath the back of the I‐
Beam Assembly, and connects to the section of the seat frame sitting between the user’s legs. This holds
the upper half of the trainer down while the user lifts themselves, allowing for easier egress from the
trainer. Figure 3 displays this mechanism for clarity.
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Figure 3. Pitching Control Device.
Additionally, our team initially implemented a small net on the trainer that spans the frame of the bucket
seat but was changed to the fabric bin. We found the net to be flimsy and unreliable. This is mainly for
convenience purposes so that the user can place the resistance bands, yaw lockout pin, their cell phone,
or any other object they wish to store there. The fabric bin is pictured in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Fabric Bin for Storing Resistance Bands and Other Items.
Later in the quarter Ethan was able to assess the trainer and provide feedback. Firstly, the outrigger
forearm cuffs with hairbands to retain the opening section as well as the handle did not provide adequate
retention to Ethan due to his low grip strength. To improve this, we exchanged the elastic hairbands with
a static Paracord and added padding to add comfort against the Paracord. Tape was also wrapped around
3

the handles to create a larger guard and prevent the handle from slipping through Ethan’s hand. Another
addition to the outriggers came from Ethan’s difficulty adjusting the chuck locations. He suggested a hook
be added to the end of the outriggers to maneuver the chuck bar. This also allows added safety as the
user doesn’t have to lean down and to one side, risking instability, to change the chuck position. These
hooks along with the other added features to the forearm crutches are shown in Figure 5.
Handle End
Guards

Chuck
Adjustment
Hook

Paracord
Enclosing Ties
w/ Padding

Figure 5. Added Outrigger Features.
In addition to this hook, grab rings were added to the front end of the chuck bars to make the reach closer
if using one's hand to directly adjust the chucks. Ethan and the team also noticed that the outrigger tips
did not have great traction on the smooth concrete surface of the Bonderson High Bay. To improve this,
extension baseplate wings were added with door hinges to increase the baseplate span an additional two
feet on either side. Gym floor foam padding mats were adhered to these additional sections to further
increase traction. An image of these extension wings with one side folded up and the other down is shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Baseplate Extension Wings for Added Outrigger Traction.
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2.0 Manufacturing and Procurement
The mono ski trainer was designed with the intention of using easy to find parts from a local hardware
store, while keeping custom intricate fabricated parts to a minimum. Lumber was chosen as the main
material of choice as it is easy to acquire and does not take any special manufacturing or expensive
equipment to modify. Additionally, using lumber as our main material enables the user to easily build and
replace a component of the design if necessary. Lumber also provides the proper strength and at a
relatively low cost in order to fit within the budget allotted. To make the final prototype, lumber and other
materials were procured as follows.

2.1 Procurement
The procurement of parts needed for the final prototype came from a variety of different sources. Some
components, such as the bucket seat and frame were donated by Cal Poly’s Mechanical Engineering
Department. Stock cut wood and stains, as well as the piping used for the handrail, were purchased from
the local Home Depot. General hardware and adhesives were purchased from Miner’s Ace Hardware
instead of Home Depot and McMaster‐Carr as it was found to be more cost effective and time effective
to do so. The only item purchased from McMaster‐Carr were the tapped metal inserts for the wood. Items
that were ordered from Amazon include the swivel chair plate bearing, TheraBand resistance bands,
rubber linings, gym floor padding and forearm crutches. The bucket seat foam lining, resistance band
sleeve fabric, seat straps and Velcro were purchased from the local fabric store, Quality Foams and Fabrics,
so that a team member could inspect in person each material available and pick the materials most
suitable for each application. The calf padding foam was generously donated from our advisor, Sarah
Harding, as she was “at the Dollar Tree and just had to get it for us”, Additional items were purchased
from the Dollar Tree such as the shower curtain grab rings, mesh net, and basket. Our team spent $841.13
of the allocated $1000 budget; an itemized expenditures list is in Appendix A.

2.2 Manufacturing
The manufacturing section provides an overview of methodology used to make or modify each part.
Specific dimensions of parts are provided in the drawing package of Appendix A of the CDR however,
during manufacturing we made it common practice to locate parts and features from one another instead
of following the drawings. This latter approach was commonly done for bolt mating holes between parts
due to the difficulty of accurately locating holes such that two parts could be correctly joined together.
All components made of wood were finished with an orbital sander of 180‐grit and/or manual sanding
with 100‐ and 150‐grit sandpaper to smooth out sharp edges and surfaces. The wood parts were then
painted with two coats of the 2‐in‐1 BEHR wood stain and sealant unless otherwise specified. All
manufacturing occurred at two of Cal Poly’s student machine shops, Mustang ‘60 and The Hanger. 3D
printed parts which were done at Barrett’s house and resistance band sleeve sewing at Shayla’s.
Seat and Frame Assembly
Changes to the seat and frame included replacing the worn foam seat lining, creating a foot tray, and
making new straps with Velcro to secure the user’s torso, waist, knees, and shins. Mounting holes on the
bucket seat were also drilled for the added torso strap. Additionally, a foam pool noodle was cut along its
length to provide calf padding.
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The straps were created using seatbelt strap material and upholstery grade Velcro. The lengths of the
waist and knee straps were determined using markings on the old straps made by Ethan in the structural
prototype for his fit. The torso and shin lengths were estimated using Shayla’s positioning with some
added room. The 2” wide Velcro was cut to 6” long strips to allow sufficient flexibility of tightening. Grab
loops were created at the end of the straps by sewing the strap back onto itself. This process and securing
the Velcro to the straps was done using a sewing machine and upholstery strength thread.
For the seat lining the purchased 1/4” thick close cell foam was spread within the inside of the seat and
cut with an X‐Acto knife to match the edges of the seat. This was repeated for the three foam sections.
The old foam was then removed from the seat and the new foam was adhered to the seat using 3M Super
77 spray adhesive per the manufacturer’s directions. Final trimming of the lining was done once the
bonding was finished. Lastly, stickers of ski resorts were added to the bucket seat to increase the trainer’s
aesthetics.
The foot tray was created from spare ¾” plywood to match the structural prototype dimensions as this
foot tray proved to work for our client. The wood was first cut down to 7‐1/2” width x 24” using the table
saw and then further cut into two pieces one of 3” length and one of 12” length using the miter saw. These
were joined as a butt joint with the 3” piece on the end of the 12” part using wood glue and four finishing
nails. A 3D printed pillow block mount was also created to mount the foot tray to the frame.
Cam Assembly
The manufacturing of the Cam Assembly consisted of the wood center beams, cams, and shadow cams.
For these the 2x8 and 2x4 Douglas Fir stock was first cut to lengths using the miter saw. A flat side was
then created for each part using the jointer and then the parallel side created using the planar until the
specified uniform part thickness was achieved. An image of the jointing process is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Jointer Machine to Create Flat Surface for Wood.
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The lap joint at the ends of the center beams to mate with the cam profiles were created initially using a
vertical band saw, but this was found to be a less reliable cut as the saw would “walk” as the cut was being
made, leading to an imperfect 90‐degree cut. Instead, a second set of center beams was manufactured in
which the lap joints were cut using a router table; this will be discussed below following our fit check of
the subassembly. The mounting holes for the frame were created by marking the back‐most holes and
placing the frame atop the beams aligned with the back marks, then marking the remaining hole locations
based on the frame leg’s mounting slots. The holes for the dowel pin connection with the shadow cams
were also marked using a center punch. A drill press with ¼" drill bit was used to create all the thru holes
for the frame and a 5/16” bit for the dowel pin holes.
The 2x8 stock was cut into the cam and shadow cam profiles with the mounting holes by the shop techs
using the water jet. This was done towards the end of our manufacturing as there was a long waitlist for
the water jet. Once these parts were water jet, counterbores of ½” were added to each through hole with
the drill press to the outer face of the cam profiles to prevent each connecting bolt from protruding past
the face of the cams. Two different sets of cam profiles were created to provide varied role difficulties for
our user to allow him to progress in training. One profile consists of a small flat section in the center to
provide stability whereas the other has a continuous curve.
Upon assembly and a fit check of the distance between the cam’s outer faces the I‐beam assembly’s end
bumpers of which the cam assembly fits between, it was found the cam assembly was too long. Shortening
the center beams by sanding led to an overshoot of the inner edge of the lap joint which caused the dowel
pin holes to be too far from center of the shadow cam thickness which they were to mount into. This
required redoing the center beams entirely. In the process for manufacturing these second set of center
beams, the remaining 2x4s were joined and planed as previously specified to achieve the desired
thickness. The length was then cut with the table saw and sanded as needed to achieve the proper length.
An eighth of an inch of clearance for each end to the bumpers provided the new length of 30‐3/4 inches.
The slot depth and length were marked to ensure the proper amount of material was removed, and then
was removed with a router table rather than a bandsaw. This new approach was used as there was too
much play in the blade the first time these were made, leading to the blade “walking” as the cut was made
and leaving an imperfect 90‐degree cut resulting in improper connections between the center beams and
the cams and shadow cams. Sandpaper and a sanding block were used to smooth the underside of the
center beam’s lap joints after routing.
The center beams were then placed in their appropriate slots and marked to drill such that the dowel pins
would be in the correct locations with respect to the center beams and shadow cams. The first set of
center beams we failed to correctly locate the dowel pin hole locations by not having both mating parts
completed. So, for the location of dowel pin holes on the second set of center beams, each hole was
measured and marked on the center beams to locate the appropriate locations. Then, once the first hole
was drilled, a dowel pin was inserted between the center beams and shadow cam, a right angle was
measured using a carpenter's square, and the remaining holes were drilled through both the center beams
and shadow cams simultaneously to ensure both components would have holes which would line up
perfectly and ensure a 90‐degree connection between them. Once completed, pilot holes for the
resistance band hooks were drilled to match those of the I‐beam assembly.
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Base Swivel Plate Assembly
Parts created for the Base Plate Assembly included the angled swivel bearing mounting blocks, baseplate,
yaw resistance hook mount block, yaw lockout block, and baseplate extension wing boards. We started
with the 8° angled block mounts for the swivel bearing from 4x4 Douglas Fir. Recommended by a shop
tech, the stock was placed perpendicular to the miter saw and the 8° yaw angle was set to cut the angle
as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Miter Saw Cutting Angled Swivel Mount Blocks.
Then the stock was cut to length once again on the miter saw with a 90‐degree angle. To achieve the
required height of the blocks, the flat edge was cut down using the vertical band saw. The sanding belt
was used to flatten the surfaces as the vertical bandsaw left a slight angle on the desired flat face due to
the previously mentioned issue of “walking”. Through‐holes and counterbores for the mounting bolts
were drilled on the drill press. The T‐nuts were installed on the bearing mounting holes by placing the bolt
through the opposing side to allow the T‐nut to be slightly screwed on. This helped for the alignment of
the T‐nut with the bolt to be straight. With the bolt partially screwed into the T‐nut the T‐nut was
hammered down into the counterbore using a hammer and small block until fully seated.
The large 4’ x 4’‐1/3” base plate was cut from ¾” plywood using a circular saw since it was too large to do
on the table saw. The angled blocks, with the bearing assembled, were placed in the specified center/back
section of the base plate and a transfer punch was used to mark the mounting holes to the base plate
rather than using the drawing hole locations. This was because the hole locations in drilling were never
quite perfect, so for this and other parts a transfer punch was used to locate the associated mating hole
of another part. A transfer punch set is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Transfer Punch Used to Mark Hole Location on Mating Part.
A handheld drill was used to make the holes for the ¼” T‐nut mounts, along with a 1/8” deep counterbore
on the underside to allow for the T‐nuts to sit flush with the bottom face of the baseplate, and the T‐nuts
were inserted on the underside similar to what was done for the angled bearing mount blocks. After the
hardware was installed, the baseplate was painted with one layer of white paint then Ethan’s friend, Cyrus
Emsheimer, took the baseplate home and spraypainted it with graffiti as shown in Figure 10 to provide an
exciting aesthetic to our client. Three coats of clear spray sealer were then added to protect the artwork.

Figure 10. Graffiti Artwork of Baseplate by Cyrus Emsheimer.
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A yaw hook mounting block was then created by cutting 4x4 on the miter saw and drilling a pilot hole for
the screw in hook. The hook was installed by first clamping the block in a vice then placing an eyebolt into
the hand drill jaws. The hook could then loop into the eyebolt, and this allowed the hook to be screwed
in. Similarly, a yaw lockout block was created but with a 7/8” hole for the dowel pin. This hole was made
using a spade drill bit. The baseplate extension wing boards consisted of 2’x 4’, ¾” thick plywood that did
not need to be modified besides drilling holes for the door hinge mounting screws. The 2’x2’ foam gym
floor padding squares were slightly modified with an X‐Acto knife to have cutouts where the door hinges
mounted to the board as well as remove the interlocking tooths on the same inner edge.
Handrail Assembly
The handrail was created out of steel pipe and threaded end fittings. First, the 1” pipe was cut to 2‐½ ”
length from the threaded ends using a cold steel saw. A lathe was then used to face the pipe collar to 2‐
¼” and then bore the inner diameter to 1.10”. A fit check was done to confirm the ¾” pipe slides into the
collar. The ¾” x 48” pipe was also cut to 21.5” lengths on the cold steel saw. Lastly, handrail lead‐in
features were made by 3D printing. The remaining parts of the assembly did not need to be modified.
I‐Frame Assembly
Manufactured parts for the I‐Frame include the center beams, end beams, end bumpers, rubber lining,
yaw lockout bar and chuck teeth. The center and end beams were made of 2x4 stock, first cut to length
using the miter saw then joined and planed similar to the cam center beams until the desired uniform
thicknesses were achieved. The end beam mounting holes for the chuck teeth were drilled per the drawing
to 23/64” and tapped inserts were installed with an Allen key. These inserts in conjunction with bolts
provide better gripping to wood than a standard wood screw would. Then the mount hole locations for
the end beams to the center beams were located per the drawing and drilled with ¼” drill bit on the drill
press.
The corresponding holes for the center beams were located by placing the end beams square to the center
beams and appropriate distances with respect to each other, and then marking holes with a transfer
punch. The end beam holes were then drilled with a small pilot bit followed by a 25/64” bit for the tapped
metal inserts to be installed. Unfortunately, this hole size should have been 23/64” according to the
McMaster‐Carr recommendations so the holes were filled using wood glue and saw dust and redrilled to
the appropriate size. The tapped inserts were then installed into the holes. Then for the center beams one
of the four center holes, used to mount to the angled bearing mounting blocks, was drilled to ¼” per the
drawing location. After, with the end beams assembled to the center beams the subassembly was placed
over the angled mounting blocks of the base plate assembly with the one pre‐drilled hole aligned with the
corresponding mounting block hole. The assembly was then aligned to be parallel with the mounting
blocks and the remaining mounting holes were marked with the transfer punch. The marked holes were
drilled to ¼”and the fit to the angled blocks was reassessed. For one of the four holes that didn’t quite
line up a slot was created on the angled mount block hole using a Dremel.
The end bumpers were created from ½“ plywood. The plywood was cut to accurate, repeatable
dimensions using a table saw as seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Table Saw Used to Cut Plywood Parts.
Once the dimensions were met, the sharp corners were rounded using a disk sander . Pilot holes, 1/8”
diameter for the #10 wood screws, were then drilled based on the drawing locations and slot holes for
the U‐bolts were made with a hand drill and a Dremel. With the end beams and bumpers done the rubber
lining was cut to match the length of the end beams.
The yaw lockout bar was made last after the general assemblies were created. This consisted of a 2x4 cut
to rough length based on the spacing between the center beams and room for overhanding. A 7/8” hole
on one end of the beam was made on the drill press using a spade drill bit. Two ¼” mounting holes were
then made on the drill press and the corresponding holes on the center beams were marked with the
transfer punch and drilled to 23/64” for tapped inserts to be installed. The yaw lockout beam length was
further refined with a miter saw to prevent excessive stick‐out. The ¾” dowel pin was also cut to 12” on
the miter saw.
For the chuck teeth they were originally to be made of 1/8” composite aluminum sheet on the waterjet
however, during the process the material delaminated and did not cut through well. The chuck teeth were
then instead made of spare ¾” plywood on the water jet.
Chuck Assembly
The chuck assembly consists of wedges, rubber linings, swivel arms, a handlebar, grab loops, and end
stops. The wedges were created using a 2x4. First the 37° angle was cut using the miter saw tilted to 53°
in the roll angle. The rough length was then cut on the miter saw by returning the saw to the vertical
position. To reach the specified length the wedges were sanded in pairs on the belt sander. To create the
notch cutouts the vertical band saw was used. Lastly, the hole location was marked and drilled on the drill
press to 23/64”, ½” deep and a tapped insert was installed using an Allen key. Once the wedges were
created the rubber lining was cut to match the angled surface of the wedges.
The swivel arms were made from 1/4” thick steel plate on the water jet. The sharp edges were grinded
down and arms were cleaned with a wire wheel and acetone before spray painting the parts. A ¾” wooden
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dowel was cut on the miter saw to 25‐1/4” length to make the handlebar. Pilot holes, 1/8”, were drilled
on the ends of the dowel. The end stops which interface with the end of the dowel were made on the
laser cutter of ½” plywood. The grab loops were not manufactured, rather just shower curtain rings
purchased at the dollar store. The end stops were made of ½” plywood on the laser cutter.
Resistance Bands
Both the yaw and roll resistance bands consisted of overhand knot on a bight tied TheraBands resistance
tubing with a fabric sleeve over it. The knot is seen in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Overhand Knot on a Bight for Resistance Loops [1].
The fabric sleeves were created by cutting 4‐1/2” strips of fabric to 51” or 30.5” for yaw or roll bands,
respectively. The inside surface of the fabric was then folded over along its length and a straight line was
sewed 1‐3/4” from the fold on the sewing machine. Excess fabric along the seam was cut with scissors
and the sleeves were turned inside out to hide the seam. The band lengths were cut with scissors to
produce varying lengths of loops (about 4‐1/2” to 5” for roll and 8.5” for yaw knot to end). Before tying
the band, the sleeve was slid over the bands. After tying the knots, the ends of the sleeve were moved to
overlap about 1” and hand sewed to close.
Outriggers
The outriggers were made by modifying Medline forearm crutches. The shortest notch of the crutches
was too long for the user in the bucket seat to interface with the ground comfortably, so the length was
reduced. To accomplish this, the rubber foot of the crutch was removed, and the end bottom member of
the crutch was cut on the vertical bandsaw about 1‐1/2” from the higher tube member. The foot was then
replaced on the crutch. After feedback from Ethan a hand guard was also added to the handle by wrapping
¼”‐ ½” wide sports tape around the tip repeatedly, like is done on hockey stick handles. Additionally, a 3D
printed hook was created for the end of the outriggers to help adjust the chucks without having to lean
down, making it more accessible for Ethan.
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2.3 Assembly
Before the wood was stained a mock assembly was completed on the parts to ensure fit and allow further
mate assembly holes positions to be determined. After all holes were created the prototype was
disassembled for painting then reassembled. The assembly consists mostly of varying lengths of ¼”‐20
Phillips head machined bolts in conjunction with T‐nuts or standard hex nuts. Most bolts of these type
have split‐lot washers to retain clamping compression.
Seat and Frame Assembly
As previously mentioned, the bucket seat that was donated needed to be repadded as the padding was
old and worn. The new foam lining was joined with 3M Super 77 spray adhesive. The seat straps were
mounted to the bucket seat by piercing holes through straps and installing ¼”‐20 x 3/4” bolts from the
inside out with large washers and nuts on the outside. The bucket seat was then mounted to the frame
using the existing donated ¼”‐20 x 2” bolts, washers, and nuts. The shin strap was mounting to the frame
by looping it around the side bars and hand sewing it back upon itself. For the frame, the foam noodle
used as padding was placed over the existing calf bar and the middle bar and retained with superglue. The
foot tray was assembled to the frame through the 3D printed mount block and four #8 x 1” Torx wood
screws. The frame member was first taped with medical tape to reduce slippage between the clamp and
frame. Previously, pipe clamps were used but provided too much play in the foot tray position.
Cam Assembly
The location of the resistance band hooks was refined by sitting in the full assembly and leaning
forward/down to evaluate the reach from the bucket seat. Once determined, the pilot holes were drilled
with a handheld drill, and then an eyebolt held within a handheld drill was used to screw the hooks into
the four pilot holes of the center beam to the full depth of the straight length of the hook. These were
screwed in sufficient depth to still allow the band to fit through the opening with the hooks curved up.
Next, each cam end was bolted to a shadow cam using three ¼”‐20 x 3” button head screws with a split
lock washers and nut. The screws were tightened ¼ turn past hand tight. The cam and end beams were
then aligned to the lap joint of the center beams. Wood glue was applied to the joint surfaces and then
the surfaces were rejoined. The 5/16” wooden dowel pins were added through the end beam holes with
a wooden mallet until fully seated. The assembly was ensured square and set to dry for a day. Once dry,
the four L brackets were attached to the underside of the center beam and end beam using #8 x 1” Torx
wood screws.
I‐Frame Platform Assembly
First, the screw in hooks were added to match the cam assembly hooks, but this time hooks opening
downward. The end beams were mounted to the center beams with ¼”‐20 x 2” button head screws and
washers to the tapped inserts. Then the bumper plates were assembled to the ends with the bottom flush
to the bottom of the center beams and sides flush with the end beams. Once aligned, the 1/8” pilot holes
were drilled through to the 2x4 parts. Four #8 x 2” Torx screws were then used to secure the end bumpers.
A U‐bolt was assembled to either bumper plate with the “U” side facing outward and secured with four
nuts and two washers. Within the front U‐bolt are the yaw resistance bands looped with the Paracord
seat tie‐down in the back. The chuck teeth were then added to the end beams using ½”‐20 x ¾” button
head screws and washers ensuring the tooth side facing inward. Lastly, the end beam surfaces were
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cleaned off and the rubber lining applied centered on the beam and up against the end bumper side using
the 3M super 77 spray adhesive.
Chuck Assembly
Similarly for the chucks the rubber lining was joined to the angled face of the wedges using the 3M
adhesive, however this showed to not provide enough bonding strength, so superglue was added. The
swivel arms were then placed onto the ends of the dowels and the end stops were then attached using
#8 x 1” Torx screws. After, the chucks were attached to the swivel arms through ¼”‐20 x ¾” screws,
retaining a clearance to allow rotation of the swivel arm around the screw. Lastly, after receiving feedback,
two grab loops made from shower curtain rings, were added to the dowels near the front end of the
chucks to make it easier to grab as the user leans forward and down. Given the chuck bar can flip 180
degrees due to the swivel arms, two grab rings were added in line with the dowel length using sports tape
with one pointing upward and one downward.
Base Swivel Plate Assembly
To begin the assembly, the angled blocks were lined up with its mounting holes on the baseplate and
mounted with two ¼”‐20 x 1” and two ¼”‐20 x 2” bolts. The blocks are not interchangeable in their position
(left vs right) so masking tape with labels are located on the blocks. Then the swivel chair bearing was
mounted to the bottom angled blocks with two 5/16”‐16 x 3/4” and two 5/16”‐16 x 1‐1/2” hex head bolts
with washers using a crescent wrench. The bolts are not screwed too tight as it is advantageous to have
compliance in the bearing positioning while installing the rest of the trainer. The four bolts were tightened
after assembly in a star pattern. The top angled blocks were similarly loosely connected to the swivel
bearing. Overall, the assembly was made to where the bearing pitches upward toward the front of the
trainer and the top of the top angled blocks are horizontal. This angle bearing provides the coupled
movement between the roll and yaw rotations. The yaw resistance band hook mounting block was also
positioning on the baseplate and secured with #8 x 2” Torx wood screws. The baseplate extension wing
boards were constructed by first spraying the 3M adhesive on the 2’x4’ plywood board and adhering the
gym foam pads. The boards were connected to the baseplate using two door hinges each and their screws
so that the wings could fold up and inward toward the trainer for compact storage/transportability.
Handrail Assembly
The handrail consists of a ¾” x 10” double end threaded pipe joined to two 90‐degree elbows with two
¾” x 21.5” single end threaded pipes joined to the remaining side of the elbow. These threaded joints
were screwed to form a “U” shape and secured with Loctite thread adhesive. Also, a sports tape wrap was
placed over the 10” pipe to increase grip. For the receiving ends of the handrail the 1” collars are threaded
into the pipe floor flanges and secured with Loctite. Lastly the 3D printed lead in parts, for ease of putting
the handrail in the collar, were slid over the collars.
Overall Assembly
For the overall assembly the I‐beam is attached to the top angled bearing mount blocks using two ¼”‐20
x 2” and two ¼”‐20 x 3” bolts from the top of the I‐beam and secured with washers and nuts at the bottom
of the angled blocks. A socket was use to hold the nut in place in the counterbore while the Phillips head
screw is tightened. Once secured, the bearing hex bolts were tightened in a star pattern ¼ turn past hand
tight using a crescent wrench. Meanwhile, the seat and frame assembly was mounted to the cam
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assembly using eight ¼”‐20 x 2” bolts with washers on both sides and nuts on the bottom. Optional 2x4”
spacer blocks can be added in between the assemblies to raise the center of gravity of the device. If this
is desired the 3‐1/2” long bolts should be used. The former assembly was then placed atop the I‐beam
assembly on the baseplate and centered. The chuck assemblies were then added to either side with the
handlebar resting in the metallic tooth slot (middle tooth slot) with the swivel arm rotated away from the
center of the device. This positioning corresponds to a fully locked‐out, centered position for the easier
cam profile and is shown in Figure 13. The harder profile requires moving the chucks one slot further in.

Figure 13. Chucks in Fully Locked‐out Position.
Once the cam and seat assembly are positioned and centered on the I‐frame the handrail location and
yaw lockout block were positioned on the baseplate. The handrail location was placed in an accessible
location but also not too close to the bucket seat to cause pinching between the two. The flange mount
locations were marked on the baseplate, holes drilled, and #10 T‐nuts installed on the underside of the
baseplate. The handrail floor flanges were then secured to the T‐nuts with #10‐24 x ¾” button head bolts
using a Phillips screwdriver. The handrail was then reinserted to the collars. The yaw lockout block was
positioned on the baseplate where when the dowel pin between it and the yaw lockout beam on the I‐
beam assembly were engaged, the trainer way facing directly forward. The block was then secured to the
baseplate by drilling two #8 x 2” Torx wood screws through the underside of the baseplate. The eight roll
resistance bands loops are then added between the corresponding hooks of the Cam and I‐Beam
assemblies. To install the yaw resistance band loops the front U‐bolt is unscrewed and the loops are placed
within the bolt “U” section before reinstalling it to the end bumper. The band can then be extended to
the front hook on the baseplate to engage. Multiple bands are used to provide varied difficulty levels for
our user; to slowly increase difficulty remove bands in steps.
Some later add‐ons to the assembly included a rope used to prevent the cam/seat assembly from lifting
up as the user exists the trainer. This rope was tied to the back bar of the frame and strung under the end
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bumper, up under the yaw lockout beam, and looped back onto the frame on the middle bar near the calf
bar to finally tie back onto itself with a hook and loop as seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Paracord (Red) Tie‐down Routing to Prevent Seat Lift.
Additionally, Paracord was tied between the roll hooks of the cam and I‐beam assembly to become taught
and provide a lockout at 45° roll. This was an added safety measure in case the chucks are not in use and
rigorous trainer use occurs.
Outrigger Assembly
To make the outrigger Paracord was added to the forearm crutches where there is an opening in the user's
upper arm inserts to complete the loop. This allows the user to optionally let go of the outrigger without
it falling to the ground and also adds an interface the user can push against if needed while using the
trainer. This is more similar to an actual mono ski outrigger strap. A layer of the ¼” foam was added to the
inside of this forearm sleeve using superglue to provide added comfort. The 3D printed outrigger hooks
were secured to the bottom ends of the crutches using its clamp design and two #6 x 3/4” machine screws.
Although not incorporated, tennis balls and other kinds of small sports balls can be added over the ends
of the crutches to vary the friction interaction with the ground.
Overall, during manufacturing our team learned that making parts to exact dimensions is very challenging.
Creating parts based off previously completed interfacing parts and continually doing fit checks prevents
having to remake parts. Another way we found to prevent having to remake parts where there were
multiple mounting holes that didn’t all align was to turn some holes into slots using a Dremel. If this trainer
was to be created multiple times the team would have incorporated more clearances and slots into the
design based on tolerance analyses.
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3.0 Design Verification
The final verification prototype was tested to see if it met all the user requirements initially defined Fall
quarter in the Scope of Work (SOW) document. The general user requirements in order of most important
to least important for the device are to be safe, provide a workout/be engaging with progressive
resistance options, be accessible/independently used, simulate monoski motions, be durable, easily
assembled/disassembled, and somewhat aesthetically pleasing. These requirements were evaulated
through engineering specificaitons shown in Table 1 with the rightmost columns being the results of each
test. Further detail of each test procedure and results are included for reference in Appendix B with the
summary in the form of a Design Verifications Plan and Report (DVP&R) at the beginning of the appendix.
Table 1. Engineering Specifications for the Mono Ski Trainer.
Spec
Number
1

Specification
Description
Pinch points, sharp
edges

Requirement or
Target (unit)

Tolerance

Result

Comments

0

Maximum

Partial Pass

1 pinch point, warning
label added

+1 minute

Partial
Pass

7‐65 seconds team
members
3‐6 minutes Ethan

2

Time trials

< 1 minute for
egress/ingress
< 1.5 min for
adjustments

3

Footprint size

8’ x 6’

Maximum

Pass

4

Band cycles to
mechanical failure

17,000 Cycles

±3,000 Cycles

INC

5

Google Survey

Comfort 4/5,
Aesthetics 3/5,
Engagement 3/5

Rating of 3
Minimum

Pass

6

Pressure sores, skin
abrasions

0

Maximum

Pass

8’ x 4.8’ unfolded
4’ x 4.8’ folded
Unable to test, OK if
wear/ break given
replacements
Comfort 4/5
Aesthetic 4/5
Engagement 3/5
None noted from survey
by Evan

7

Muscle fatigue
evaluation

8
9
10
11
12
13

Mono skier
evaluation
Heart rate during
15min training
Stability during use

Strength decreases
10% after 30min
workout
4/5 similarity to
mono skiing

±5%

INC

Used survey instead, 2/5

Rating of 4
minimum

Fail

3/5 for more challenging
cam profile

Heart rate 100bpm

100‐150

Fail

Max bpm 79‐98

No tip over at any
10° angle

Minimum

Pass

Maximum

Partial Pass

±1

Partial Pass

± 30%

INC

Spring rate and plastic
Max % k decreases
deformation
5%, ΔL <0.2%
measurements
Tool types required
2
assembly
Similar to mono
Accelerometer Data
skiing

Length increased 7%
predicted as knot
tightening
4 tools, only 1 tool for
transportability
Data too noisy for
usefulness
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As seen in the table, most of the specifications were met or were deemed satisfactory by the team. For
the time trails, Ethan took longer than the team members and Evan, but this is expected as it was his first
time interacting with the device. We expect his speed will increase as he becomes more familiar with the
trainer. The biggest failure was the similarity to mono skiing. Based on Evan’s feedback this was due to
the device being stationary. If there was sweeping, spring loaded lateral movement, this could create the
accelerations felt while carving on a mono ski. The other specification that was failed, heart rate during
use, indicated that the trainer did not provide much of an aerobic exercise. However, we felt the trainer
still provided a muscular workout and good practice maintaining balance. Some tests were not conducted
due to test complexity or prediction that data collection would not draw a meaningful correlation. Each
of these tests, completed or incomplete, are described in the following sections as well as their results.
Sharp Corner and Pinch Point Test
To ensure the trainer is safe to use and transport, the trainer was assessed for sharp edges and pinch
points. Our team determined there are no excessively sharp edges by running a finger along edges of the
different components; areas that were found initially sharp were filed or sanded down as necessary. Pinch
points were mitigated by designing either large clearances or very tight clearances between moving
components, however one unavoidable pinch point of the device is between the cams and the I‐Beam
assembly as the cams roll. This risk was then mitigated by the addition of warning labels at each pinch
point, shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Cam Roll Pinch Point Location with Label.
Ingress and Egress Test and Adjustment Time Test
A major requirement of the trainer is that it is accessible for our client, Ethan, who has partial quadriplegia.
This disability prevents function of his lower body and limits his finger mobility and grip strength. To
ensure that Ethan can successfully and enjoyably use the trainer, our team created and conducted tests
to ensure the design meets the accessibility criteria. The first test conducted is to ensure the user can
ingress and egress in a timely manner. For this, each team member began in a seated position that
mimicked how Ethan said he would ingress into the trainer. Attempting to follow how a user who does
not have use of their legs would ingress, we first placed our legs into the foot tray area and lifted ourselves
up and over into the bucket seat, using the trainer handrail and the chair armrests as supports. We did
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this trying our best not to use our legs for assistance. An image of Alex getting in and out of the seat is
shown in Figure 16.

6
Figure 16. Ingress (Left) and Egress (Right) Test.
The time to get in and out did not include time to secure straps. Data was collected by each of the four
team members as well as for Evan, a paraplegic monoskier. Partial data was collected for Ethan, our client.
This is shown in Appendix B. These results range from 11‐37 seconds for ingress and 7‐19 seconds for
egress for most individuals, which satisfies our specification of under two minutes for each. For Ethan, it
took him just under 7 minutes to get into the trainer. Although this is much longer than our requirement
this was also the first time he independently attempted to get into the trainer. We expect this to become
much faster as he figures out the easiest way to get into the trainer and becomes more familiar and
comfortable with the process. Evan commented that the ingress is similar to getting into a mono ski which
is a challenge in itself for new skiers and will be a good training aspect for Ethan.
We also wanted to ensure the users could maneuver the chuck system that locks the roll motion. For this,
another time trail was conducted for taking the chucks from fully locked out to fully open, and back to
their original position as a separate timed event. An image of a user moving the chucks outward is shown
in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Moving Chucks Away from Lockout Position.
The adjustability test was conducted by the same participants, and it was found to take 15‐65 seconds to
remove the chucks and 16‐36 seconds to replace them. This time trail also met our specification of under
three minutes. For Ethan this took longer at 3 minutes 18 seconds. Feedback from our client, Ethan,
included adding loops to the chuck bars and a hook on the outriggers to rely less on hand grip of the bar.
Ethan’s feedback was implemented, and a hook was added on the outriggers to allow the user to move
the back section of the chuck bar easier as shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Outrigger Hook Used to Adjust Back of Chucks.
User Survey
Most of our evaluation of the trainer was qualitative of user experience rather than quantitative. A google
survey was created that had users rate various categories such as aesthetics, comfort, usability,
engagement, and similarity to mono skiing from 1‐5. The rating scales as 1‐unacceptable, 2‐unsatisfied, 3‐
neutral, 4‐satisfied, and 5‐good. Some topics were broken down into subcategories and user general
comments were also taken. Only Evan, an experienced monoskier, took the survey; his evaluation is
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Evan Lalanne Trainer Evaluation.
Rating
5‐Good
4‐Satisfied

3‐Neutral

2‐Unsatisfied
1‐Unacceptable
Comments

Topic
Comfort‐Outriggers
Usability‐Outriggers
Overall Aesthetic
Comfort‐Bucket Seat
Comfort‐Body Positioning/ Foot Tray
Comfort‐Straps
Usability‐Handrail
Usability‐Resistance Bands
Similarity to Mono Skiing‐Roll+Yaw Rotation
Usability‐Chuck Adjustment
Engagement/Workout‐Usage Engaging
Similarity to Mono Skiing‐Roll Rotation
Similarity to Mono Skiing‐Balance
Similarity to Mono Skiing‐Yaw Rotation
Engagement/Workout‐Cardio Fatigue
Engagement/Workout‐Muscle Fatigue
None
“As a lower‐level Paraplegic with relatively good core
control I didn’t feel the device was fatiguing at all to use.
I felt the range of roll rotation was very small compared
to a monoski. The balance was also quite a bit different,
a monoski wants to tip whereas this felt more like it
wanted to seek center.
This version felt much more fluid which further
emphasized the connection between roll and yaw, the
strong suit of this device in my opinion. The transfer in
and out of the device is also very similar to that of a
monoski so it could be helpful in building that skill”‐Evan

Overall, Evan was unsatisfied with the difficulty in the trainer to both provide a workout and be similar
enough to the instability of mono skiing. Evan, however, did not conduct our workout test where he uses
the trainer for an extended period due to a time constraint. His comments about the roll motion being
too stable prompted us to create another set of cam profiles with increased difficulty. These profiles are
overlayed in Figure 19, with the top one being the current, easiest profile and the bottom outline being
the most challenging. The bottom has increased difficulty due to a greater slope change and removed flat
bottom edge.
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ORIGINAL
HARD
Figure 19. Comparison of Original and Harder Cam Profiles Created for the Trainer.
Evan reassessed the trailer with the new profiles and rated the roll and balance a 3/5 (compared to 2/5
with the first, easier set of cams). In addition to the different cams, we also created longer roll resistance
bands that would not be engaged until after the user rolls from the center position. This helps reduce
the assistance and stability of the roll balance at the center. Evan mentioned that to really simulate the
motion of mono skiing there needs to be a significant lateral movement that creates the accelerations
and decelerations of sweeping turns. This is currently how standup ski simulators work as shown in
Figure 20.

Figure 20. Stand‐up Ski Simulator [2].
This style of design was considered for most of the project; however, the lateral movement was eventually
removed because it posed to be too complex, expensive, difficult to incorporate with yaw rotation and
inaccessible for a wheelchair user. Additionally, Shayla’s evaluation of going mono skiing for the first time
indicated more roll and yaw motions than lateral movement. As a user’s skill and speed increases, lateral
movement becomes more prevalent and yaw decreases.
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Usage Heart Rate Test
In addition to getting survey feedback regarding how much the user felt they were receiving a workout; a
heart rate test was also conducted. This test consisted of a user measuring their resting heart rate in beats
per minute (bpm), with both an Apple Watch and by taking their pulse over 30 seconds and doubling the
value. The user would then get on the trainer to get a feel for a challenging resistance band level for just
the roll motion (yaw locked out). Once this was found, the user would train practicing their roll rotation
and angulation for five minutes. Right after the five minutes was complete, the user’s heart rate was
recorded using both techniques. The user would then resume training for 10 minutes, this time with the
yaw lockout disengaged so the device would be free to move in both roll and yaw motions. Once a
challenging resistance level was achieved the user practiced turning left and right while maintaining
balance, trying to minimize use of the outriggers on the ground for support. An image of the test is shown
in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Shayla Performing the Yaw and Roll Rotation on Trainer.
The test was conducted by all the team members, and the data is shown in Appendix B. Overall it was
found the Apple watch heart rate recorded after the five‐ and ten‐minute sessions was higher than taking
a pulse by hand. Some team members noticed that while taking their pulse manually their heart rate was
slowing back down during the 30 second recording time. From this, we consider the Apple watch metric
to be more representative as it was able to take immediate measurements. Figure 22 shows the heart
rate of Carson, Alex, and Shayla over the different times (before workout, five minutes, and 10 additional
minutes).
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Heart Rate During Usage
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Figure 22. User Heart Rate (bpm) Before, During, and After Trainer 15‐minute Workout.
Compared to the user resting heart rates there was an average increase of 42% percent after the five‐
minute workout and 61% percent after 10 more minutes of training. Overall, however, the user heart
rates did not meet the targeted specification of 100 bpm. The specification of 100 bpm was determined
using an online target heart rate calculator for aerobic exercises. It is recommended for Ethan’s age group,
that to achieve an aerobic exercise, his heart rate should be 110‐170 bpm for 20‐30 minutes [3]. As found
in our evaluation, we did not meet this requirement which shows that the trainer does not provide
suitable aerobic exercise.
Each team member did however experience some muscle fatigue in their shoulders, abdominals, and
obliques during use. From this we can conclude the trainer will provide more of a strength and balance
workout rather than a cardio workout. This is satisfactory as Ethan expressed his main goal from the
trainer is to mimic the motions of mono skiing in order to gain comfortability and skill, not to just provide
a cardio or muscular workout.
Trainer Stability Test
In our initial research of workout equipment for this project we found American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) standards regarding testing for product safety. One of the tests is for a workout machine
to maintain stability during use when placed on a 10‐degree incline in any direction. To emulate this for
our design we found a hill on campus and placed the trainer in its most unstable orientation (user facing
perpendicular to the slope incline) as shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Trainer 10‐degree Stability Test.
We confirmed the 10‐degree angle using the level on iPhone Measure app and then slowly lowered a user
to the furthest roll position until the Paracord lockouts engaged. As shown, we did not observe the trainer
baseplate to lift, therefore we concluded the stability test to be successful. It is possible for the baseplate
to slightly lift if the user were to conduct the same test except moving with significant acceleration to the
final position shown, however this was not conducted as it was a safety concern and we do not expect
nor recommend the trainer be placed on a 10‐degree incline during usage.
Elastic Band Durability Test
TheraBands are an elastic tubing and are used on the trainer to provide assistive stability for the roll and
yaw motions. This tubing was tested to ensure no plastic (permanent) stretching was to occur at the
maximum roll stretch length, and to validate the predicted stiffness and resulting force the bands should
provide when used. These metrics help ensure the bands provide a consistent response when repeatably
stretched for the life of the trainer.
To conduct a preliminary test, the team utilized dumbbell weights at the campus Recreational Center. A
band was first tied into a loop of roughly a four‐inch length, measuring from the base of the knot to the
pinched end of the band such as seen in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Looped Band Length Measurement Example.
The looped band was then placed on a stable bar and a 10‐pound dumbbell was hung from the bottom
side of the band. Using a measuring tape, the overall length was then measured while the band was
stretched. The weight was then removed, and the band was remeasured to see if the initial length had
changed (i.e. permanently stretched). Next, a 20‐pound dumbbell was hung, and the stretched length was
measured again. It was found that the initial lengths increased after each of the weights further stretched
the bands. We predicted that this increase in length was due more to the band knot tightening than from
the band itself deforming as we did not notice any physical changes nor discoloration of the band. After
the initial length was once again measured, the 10‐pound weight was then rehung. The band length was
measured once again after weight was removed and was found to not change compared to before the
weight was hung. This is an indicator of the TheraBand’s consistent stiffness. The setup for this test is
shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Preliminary Band Stretch Test Setup.
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With this data we then calculated the elastic band’s stiffness to determine if it actually remained
consistent. Stiffness, k, is a function of force divided by stretch distance as show in equation (1).
Stiffness, k [lbf/in]

𝑘

𝐹
𝜕

𝐹

(1)

ℓ ℓ

Here ℓ is the unstretched band length in inches, ℓ is the stretched band length in inches, 𝜕 is the
difference between the two lengths and 𝐹 is the band force at ℓ in pounds force. The percent elongation
was also calculated using equation (2).
Percent Elongation

𝜀

ℓ ℓ
𝑥 100%
ℓ

(2)

The resulting percent elongation and stiffnesses are summarized in Table 3, along with the other values
corresponding to the overall test. The resulting elongations were 64% and 248% for the 10‐pound and 20‐
pound weights, respectively.
Table 3. Elastic Band Stretch, Force, and Stiffness Data.
Initial
Final Length Length
Weight (lbf) Weight
Percent
Band
Length (in) (in)
Uncertainty
Uncertainty Elongation Stiffness
(+/‐ in)
(+/‐ lbf)
(%)
(lbf/in)
3.8125
6.25
0.03125
10.0
0.5
64%
4.10
3.875
13.50
0.03125
20.0
248%
2.08
1.0
4.0625
6.50
0.03125
10.0
0.5
60%
4.10
4.0625
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Stiffness
Uncertainty
(+/‐ lbf/in)
0.22
0.10
0.22
‐

Initial analysis shows the stiffness remained constant between the two 10‐pound weight trails. This is also
a good indication that the bands are not plasticly deforming when stretched and retain a consistent feel
during use. Given there is uncertainty of the band length as well as the actual weight, an uncertainty
analysis was conducted. The measuring tape’s uncertainty was based on the resolution of the tape, 1/16
inches, resulting in an uncertainty of ± 1/32 inches. The dumbbell weight was assumed by the team to
have an uncertainty of 10% their weight. The overall uncertainty of the stiffness was determined by
calculating the change in stiffness when one of the variables’ uncertainties is added. This is repeated for
each variable: force, initial length, and final weight. The overall uncertainty is then determined by taking
the root‐sum‐square of each individual uncertainty contribution. An example of this for stiffness in the
first trial is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Uncertainty Analysis Band Stiffness.
Band
Stiffness
(lbf/in)

f(F+uF),
Force

f(Li+uLi),
Li

4.103

4.308

4.156

f(Lf+uLf),
Lf
4.050

s1
0.205

s2
0.053

s3
‐0.052

Total
Stiffness
Uncertainty
0.218
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From this analysis we see the largest uncertainty contributor is from the weight uncertainty. Overall, the
stiffness was found to be 4.10 ± 0.22 lbf/in when stretched to 64% elongation and decreases to 2.08 ±
0.10 lbf/in at the longer elongation of 248%. To confirm this decrease of stiffness we compared this data
to an academic paper in the Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Journal (PTJ) that tested the properties
of TheraBand resistance tubing. In this study, three‐inch‐long resistance bands were stretched on an
Instron. A plot of the force verses percent strain (elongation) is shown in Figure 26. Our trainer uses the
blue resistance bands as highlighted.

Figure 26. TheraBand Force verse Percent Elongation by PTJ Research [4].
To compare this data to our test results the force was estimated at 64% and 268% to be approximately 5
± 1 lbf and 11 ± 1 lbf respectively. The initial length was then used to calculate the change in length, δ,
which could then calculate the stiffness. Since our test included a loop which is effectively two bands in
parallel the stiffness from the PTJ report was then doubled. These values along with their uncertainties
are summarized in comparison to our own test in Table 5.
Table 5. Band Stiffness Comparison to PTJ Research.

Elongation

Source
PTJ
64% Team Test
PTJ
248% Team Test

Stiffness
Uncertainty
Stiffness
(± lbf/in)
(lbf/in)
5.208
±1.042
4.103
±0.218
2.933
±0.267
2.078
±0.104

Overall, we see our results are fairly comparable to PTJ’s evaluation of the TheraBands, and the band
stiffness is indeed expected to decrease as the band is stretched further. We hypothesis this to be from
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the high elasticity of the band creating a smaller cross‐sectional area of material as it stretches, therefore
decreasing the stiffness. We also attempted an Instron tensile test ourselves for comparison, however the
data resulted to be too noisy, likely due to the test setup or band knot tightening. The force versus band
stretch can be seen in Appendix B under the band durability test procedure results.
Assembly Tool Requirements
The intent of having a small number of tool types to assemble and disassemble the trainer was to allow
our client to be able to make repairs and modifications as necessary without requiring specialized or
unnecessary tools. A partial pass was awarded to this specification as noted in Table 1 for two reasons.
The first being that only a Phillips drive tool is needed to take apart the large, main components of the
trainer if it is being transported, or if adjustments to the trainer are being made to change the motion
dynamics. The second is that to take off every component four tools are required: a 1/2" crescent wrench,
7/16" socket, Phillips screwdriver and T25 Torx drive. Our team intended on having all the fasteners on
the trainer be hex drive, however due to the price of these fasteners, a decision was made to save money
and use Phillips and Torx drive fasteners.
Incomplete tests
Three tests were left incomplete by our team. The band cycles to mechanical failure and the
accelerometer data were omitted by our team from our specifications as the trainer developed. The
muscle fatigue evaluation was left incomplete because a survey was distributed instead.
The band cycling to mechanical failure test was left incomplete due to the elastic behavior of the material.
Testing this specification would have been resource intensive for little engineering benefit. We expect
these bands to have a fairly long lifecycle as they are being stretched under 250% elongation which is
common for these type of exercise bands. Additionally, throughout testing of the device no bands have
broken thus far. To compensate for the lack of knowledge of the band’s durability, band shrouds were
created to contain their energy release upon them breaking, and replacement bands in their shrouds were
provided to our user upon delivery. Additionally, testing of the bands did occur and the largest force
experienced for a deflection of 6.2 inches was 12.4lbf. However, because our team never completed the
durability test as specified in the Scope of Work, an incomplete was awarded.
Comparing the trainer’s motion to mono skiing accelerometer data was omitted for two reasons. The
primary reason is that Shayla’s accelerometer data from mono skiing was too noisy to get any insightful
information from and the app used was also vague about the coordinate system it uses to track the data,
so it was difficult to decipher anything meaningful from the data. The secondary reason for omitting this
specification was that our primary goal was to simulate the feeling and motions of mono skiing while
exercising the muscles associated with it which are inherently intangible evaluations. As our user gets
better at using the trainer and as his strength develops in the muscle groups used, the accelerations he
experiences in the trainer will increase. Due to the dynamic nature of this, measuring the trainer’s
acceleration was omitted.
The muscle fatigue evaluation was left as incomplete because our team decided to utilize a Google survey
in place of measuring a decrease in strength. We found that the trainer primarily trained the abdominal
muscles, shoulders, forearms, and the lats. It was more reasonable and worthwhile to have people talk
about their experience in the trainer rather than have them do more tests after the 15 minutes of trainer
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testing. In addition, none of our team members completed the survey, as it was for Evan and Ethan so we
could get their feedback. As aforementioned, Evan did not actually complete the specified workout, and
Ethan did not do it either, so this specification was incomplete.

4.0 Conclusion & Recommendations
The results of this senior project are the mono ski trainer, and its evaluation against our design
specifications created in the SOW document. Overall, our team considers the mono ski trainer successful
even though it only met seven of the thirteen original specifications. While this is only about 54%
completion, three of the five specifications were omitted by our team due to their lack of relevance as the
design progressed. Considering this change, the trainer now meets seven of ten specifications, or has a
70% pass rate. While these numbers are not what we would have aimed for in the beginning of the project,
we are content with how the trainer turned out, and to some extent, it surpassed our expectations in
terms of aesthetics.
We consider the mono ski trainer so successful because it does provide the user with some familiarity
with aspects of mono skiing, such as ingress, egress, and fundamental movements of balancing the
coupled roll and yaw movements. We must give credit to where it is due, and that is the swivel bearing
that is pitched upwards on the base of the trainer. Inclining this bearing changed the dynamics of the
trainer from something that was awkward to use, to something that is now fun, engaging, and fluid. This
is because the yaw and roll movements worked independently from each other when the bearing first
was completely horizontal but became coupled movements once the bearing was tilted.
While our team designates the trainer as a success, it does have some limitations. The main limitation of
the trainer is that it is stationary in one spot. Our team originally did want to include some form of lateral
movement, but after Shayla’s mono ski experience and an interesting testing experience with the trainer
and a skateboard, we decided to omit lateral movement because it was deemed difficult to incorporate
seamlessly and we felt it was outside of the scope of work of the project. Future works for this trainer and
other mono ski trainers would be to include lateral movement effectively so that mono skiers with a higher
level can practice more advanced movements.
A less impactful but equally important limitation of the trainer is that we only supplied our client with two
different cam profile sets, a beginner set and an advanced set. This limits the trainer to only two types of
rolling motion, when it should represent a full range of motion. Our team did not spend time testing
different cam profiles for the trainer, and that was something we should have done with the structural
prototype. We recommend that more profiles should be tested to see which ones provoke movements
that can be considered most similar to mono skiing.
Further limitations of our trainer are the ergonomics of it and the lockout features. Currently, the trainer
only fits other users that have a similar body type to our client, Ethan. We strongly recommend that any
subsequent trainers built, or modifications made to this one includes a different bucket seat and frame.
A frame that is wider could support wider legs for different users and having a foot tray that can extend
further away would allow people with longer legs to also use the device. Even the capability for the frame
to universally connect to other bucket seats for each individual user would be ideal. We were unable to
incorporate this due to lack of time and resources. Consequently, the lockout features of the trainer suffer.
Currently, the lockout features on the trainer are simple, but awkward to use because of the height of the
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trainer. This was remedied by adding hooks to the outriggers and grab rings to the chuck handles. While
it does work well, a better solution exists, but due to limited time our team did not continue to pursue
more ideation with lockout devices.
Finally, the outriggers are the last limitation of the design. The forearm crutches work fantastically,
however the ends can be a bit temperamental with the surface they are in contact with. We recommend
that the ends be replaced with either tennis balls, lacrosse balls, or something like the two. This is an easy
implementation and worth pursuing as they can provide a different feel of the outrigger.
Overall, while the trainer does have some shortcomings, it operates as intended and our client and user,
Ethan Scott, seems more than happy with the final prototype, therefore the mono ski trainer is a success.
Should anyone need to learn about how to use and maintain the monoski trainer, Appendix C contains a
user manual.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Budget
Table A‐1. Summary of Team Expenditures.
Date
purchased

Vendor

Purchased
by

01/06/22

Amazon

Shayla
Schoensee

02/14/22

Home
Depot

Shayla
Schoensee

02/14/22

Home
Depot

Shayla
Schoensee

02/14/22

Home
Depot

Shayla
Schoensee

02/14/22

Home
Depot

Shayla
Schoensee

02/17/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

02/17/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

02/17/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

02/17/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

02/17/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

Item
Description
Fasmov 10"
Heavy Duty
Bar Stool
Swivel
Bearing,
black
0.75" x 48"
Black Steel
Pipe
0.75" Black
Steel Pipe
Elbow, 90
deg (2PK)
0.75" x 10"
Black Steel
Pipe
Tax
2" x 4" x 96"
douglas fir
stud
0.75" x
0.75" x 48"
wooden
dowel
Stainless
Steel hole
clamp, 0.5"
x 1.25" dia.
0.472" x
23.75" x
47.75"
wood
Handypanel
2" x 8" x
10ft
douglas fir
lumber

Qty

Tax and
Shipping
Estimate

Transaction
amount

$20.99

1

$1.84

$22.83

$25.75

1

$‐

$25.75

$4.26

1

$‐

$4.26

$8.65

1

$‐

$8.65

$3.38

1

$‐

$3.38

$6.98

3

$‐

$20.94

$4.53

2

$‐

$9.06

$1.48

2

$‐

$2.96

$26.97

1

$‐

$26.97

$15.72

1

$‐

$15.72

Item
Price

A‐1

02/17/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

02/17/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

03/03/22

Amazon

ME Dept.

03/03/22

Amazon

ME Dept.

03/03/22

Amazon

ME Dept.

04/04/22

McMaster‐
Carr

ME Dept.

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

0.68" x 48"
x 96"
plywood
Tax and CA
Lumber Fee
Medline
Aluminum
Forearm
Crutches,
Adult (pack
of 2)
Adhesive
Rubber
Strips 1/16"
x 3" x 10'
TheraBand
Resistance
Tubes, 25
foot, Blue,
Extra Heavy
Zinc Alloy
Tapping
Inserts for
Softwood
1/4"‐20
Thread Size,
25/32"
Installed
Length
Various
Fasteners
(see
Fastener
List)
100 Grit
Sandpaper
Sheet
120 Grit
Sandpaper
Sheet
150 Grit
Sandpaper
Sheet
180 Grit
Sandpaper
Sheet

$60.88

1

$‐

$60.88

$13.22

1

$‐

$13.22

$41.19

1

$4.84

$46.03

$25.55

1

$‐

$25.55

$19.09

1

$1.38

$20.47

$13.56

1

$9.43

$22.99

$59.02

1

$‐

$59.02

$3.99

1

$‐

$3.99

$3.99

1

$‐

$3.99

$3.99

1

$‐

$3.99

$3.99

1

$‐

$3.99

A‐2

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/06/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Alex
Hinerman

04/07/22

Home
Depot

Shayla
Schoensee

Home
Depot
Home
Depot
Quality
Fabrics of
San Luis
Obispo
Quality
Fabrics of
San Luis
Obispo
Quality
Fabrics of
San Luis
Obispo
Quality
Fabrics of
San Luis
Obispo
Quality
Fabrics of
San Luis
Obispo

Shayla
Schoensee
Shayla
Schoensee

04/07/22
04/07/22
04/07/22

04/07/22

04/07/22

04/07/22

04/07/22

Split
Lockwasher
pack, 1/4"
diameter
3M
Adhesive
Spray
Loctite
Threadlocke
r, 242 Blue
U Bolt with
nut, 1/4" x
1/8" x 3.5"
Ceiling
Hook, 3‐
7/8"

$5.29

1

$‐

$5.29

$8.99

1

$‐

$8.99

$9.99

1

$‐

$9.99

$1.59

1

$‐

$1.59

$0.13

24

$‐

$3.12

$9.10

1

$‐

$9.10

$15.98

1

$0.15

$16.13

$6.48

1

$‐

$6.48

Tax

$1.97

1

$‐

$1.97

Shayla
Schoensee

Nylon
Fabric for
Bucket Seat
Straps

$25.57

1

$‐

$25.57

Shayla
Schoensee

Velcro

$6.59

1

$‐

$6.59

Shayla
Schoensee

Fabric for
Elastic Band
Sleeve

$11.95

1

$‐

$11.95

Shayla
Schoensee

Dense Foam
Padding

$23.99

1

$‐

$23.99

Shayla
Schoensee

Tax

$5.96

1

$‐

$5.96

Tax
4" x 4" x 96"
Douglas Fir
Lumber
1" x 12"
Black Pipe

A‐3

04/08/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

04/08/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

04/08/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

04/08/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

04/08/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

04/08/22

Home
Depot

Alex
Hinerman

Home
Depot
Quality
Fabrics of
San Luis
Obispo
Quality
Fabrics of
San Luis
Obispo
Quality
Fabrics of
San Luis
Obispo

Alex
Hinerman

04/08/22
05/10/22

05/10/22

05/10/22

1/4" x 4" x
12" Plain
Steel Plate
1" Pipe
Flange, 4‐
pack
BEHR Paint,
1qt, 'Slate',
Waterproofi
ng Exterior
Wood Stain
and Sealer
BEHR Paint,
1 gal,
'Ponderosa
Green',
Waterproofi
ng Exterior
Wood Stain
and Sealer
BEHR Paint,
8 0z,
'White',
Waterproofi
ng Exterior
Wood Stain
and Sealer
12" x 12" x
1/8"
Composite
Aluminum
Sheet

$13.64

1

$‐

$13.64

$16.29

1

$‐

$16.29

$20.98

1

$‐

$20.98

$46.98

1

$‐

$46.98

$4.98

1

$‐

$4.98

$5.50

1

$‐

$5.50

Tax

$9.49

1

$‐

$9.49

Shayla
Schoensee

1/4" CC
Foam

$11.96

1

$‐

$11.96

Shayla
Schoensee

1/2" SHL
Foam

$4.00

1

$‐

$4.00

Shayla
Schoensee

Tax

$1.33

1

$‐

$1.33

A‐4

05/11/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Shayla
Schoensee

05/11/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Shayla
Schoensee

05/11/22

Miner's Ace
Hardware

Shayla
Schoensee

Miner's Ace
Hardware
Miner's Ace
Hardware

Shayla
Schoensee
Shayla
Schoensee

05/12/22

Amazon

ME Dept.

05/12/22

Amazon

ME Dept.

05/12/22

Etsy

ME Dept.

05/12/22

Redbubble

ME Dept.

05/12/22

Redbubble

ME Dept.

05/16/22

Home
Depot

Shayla
Schoensee

Home
Depot
ME
Donated
ME
Donated

Shayla
Schoensee

05/11/22
05/11/22

05/16/22

ME
Donated

N/A
N/A
N/A

Turnbuckle
Hook/Eye
5/16" x 9"
Stainless
Steel

$9.99

1

$‐

$9.99

Steel Ring

$1.59

1

$‐

$1.59

550
Paracord,
32x400'

$7.08

1

$‐

$7.08

Fasteners

$3.42

1

$‐

$3.42

Tax

$1.93

1

$‐

$1.93

$25.99

1

$3.14

$29.13

$9.99

1

$‐

$9.99

$15.00

1

$3.00

$18.00

$4.28

2

$1.50

$10.06

$4.28

2

$1.50

$10.06

$28.88

2

$0.56

$58.32

Tax

$5.05

1

$‐

$5.05

Bucket Seat

Donated

$‐

$‐

Donated

$‐

$‐

Donated

$‐

$‐

1/2" Black
Foam
Puzzle Mat
15/32" x
19/64"
Black
Rubber U
Channel
Edge Trim
Seal, 5 Feet
Ski Sticker
Classic Pack
Monoski
Learn to Fly
sticker,
White
Monoski
Learn to Fly
sticker,
Camo
0.75" x 24"
x 48"
Plywood

Bucket Seat
Frame
Bucket Seat
Mounting
Bolts

A‐5

ME
Donated

N/A

ME
Donated

N/A

ME
Donated

N/A

Bucket Seat
Mounting
Nuts
Bucket Seat
Mounting
Washer
Foam
Noodle

Donated

$‐

$‐

Donated

$‐

$‐

Donated

$‐

$‐

Total expenses:

$841.13

A‐6

Appendix B. DVP&R, Test Procedures and Results

B‐1

B‐2

Sharp Corner and Pinch Point Test
Test Name: Sharp Corner and Pinch Point
Purpose: To ensure that the final prototype fulfils the requirement that it does not have any sharp
corners or obvious pinch points that the user can injure themself with.
Equipment: Final Prototype
Hazards: Fingers pinched
PPE Requirements: None
Facility: Can be anywhere as it only requires the trainer.
Procedure:
1. Place Trainer in an open space.
2. Visually inspect trainer for sharp corners and edges. Maybe run finger along these edges to
feel if they are blunt enough.
3. Visually inspect the trainer for pinch points that are within use of the user’s hands and
fingers during use and adjustment periods.
4. Ensure that the areas on the trainer that have pinch points are protected or out of reach
from the user.
Results: Pass criteria: No pinch points, sharp corners or edges.
Test Date(s): 5/3/2022
Test Results:
Are there any sharp corners or edges? __no___
If so, where:
Are there any pinch points? ___yes___
If so, where: The cams and each board they roll on.
How to remedy: Add a caution sticker or warning label near the area
Performed By: Carson

B‐3

Ingress & Egress Time Test
Test Name: Ingress & Egress Test Time
Purpose: To ensure that the final prototype fulfills the requirement that our client can complete ingress
and egress actions in under the specified times of 1 minute and 30 seconds, respectively.
Scope: Independent Use
Equipment: Structural Prototype or Final Prototype and handrail system
Hazards: User falling during actions
PPE Requirements: None
Facility: Can be anywhere as it only requires the trainer.
Procedure:
1. Set the trainer up in an open space (senior project room).
2. Bring a chair up to the trainer how Ethan would.
3. Set a stopwatch to zero.
4. Ingress and Egress from the trainer.
5. Time and record each action.
6. Verify that it is accordance with the ‘pass’ criteria.
Results: Pass criteria: Ingress action takes under 1 minute to complete; egress action takes under 30
seconds to complete. Take each team member’s time and Ethan’s time to create an average. Allow
Ethan to become comfortable with the trainer before timing him.
Participant Name
Ethan Scott
Evan
Shayla Schoensee
Carson Rinkenberger
Alex Hinerman
Barrett Osborne

Ingress Time (s)
6:51
0:37
0:11
0:22
0:23
0:15

Egress Time (s)
NA
0:07
0:05
0:09
0:13
0:19

Test Date(s): 05/03/2021
Test Results: Time to complete action
Performed By: Alex

B‐4

Adjustment Time Test
Test Name: Wedge Adjustment Time Test
Purpose: To ensure that the final prototype fulfils the requirement that it is adjustable and can be
adjusted independently.
Equipment: Final Prototype
Hazards: Falling over
PPE Requirements: Helmet for the user
Facility: Can be anywhere as it only requires the trainer.
Procedure:
1. Place Trainer in an open space.
2. Have a person enter the trainer.
3. See if the person can move each wedge system along the chuck teeth and back to lockout by
themselves.
4. Record time to adjust chuck position away from lockout
5. Record time to adjust chuck position back to lockout
6. Have the person leave the trainer.
7. Repeat this process for each team member and Ethan.
Results: Pass criteria: Ethan passes and 75% of the team members pass.
Test Date(s): 5/03/2022
Test Results:
Participant Name
Ethan Scott
Evan
Shayla Schoensee
Carson Rinkenberger
Alex Hinerman
Barrett Osborne

Adjustment Time Away from
Lockout (s)
3:18
0:49
0:15
0:24
0:26
1:05

Adjustment Time To Lockout (s)
NA
0:36
0:30
0:28
0:16
0:23

Did Ethan pass: no
If not, why: First time doing it so not familiar, hard to reach down and grab with grip strength.
Requested grab loops on chuck handlebars and a hook on outriggers to move back of chucks.
Did each team member pass: Yes
If not, who and why:
Performed By: Shayla

B‐5

User Survey (Evan Lalanne)

Figure B‐1. Evan’s Trainer Evaluation (Arrows for reevaluation)
B‐6

Figure B‐2. Evan’s Trainer Evaluation Cont. (Arrows for reevaluation with harder cams)

B‐7

Usage Heart Rate Test
Test Name: Workout Usage Heart Rate
Purpose: To validate the device provides a workout for the user
Scope: Entire device with user
Equipment: Structural prototype, forearm crutches, user, Apple Watch, iPhone
Hazards: Device tipping, bands snapping, user fall out of device
PPE Requirements: Helmet
Facility: Bonderson 104
Procedure:
1) Place Apple watch on user
2) Allow user to sit for 20 minutes to determine resting heart rate
3) Record beats per minute using iPhone timer through neck measurement
4) Allow user to enter device
5) Remove/ adjust resistance bands lengths until motion is challenging, record configuration
6) Allow user to practice roll balancing without yaw for 5 minutes
8) Allow user to train rolling and turning side to side for 10 minutes
10) Record beats per minute using iPhone timer through neck measurement
11) Export apple watch heart rate data from Health app to .cvs
Results:
Test samples: 3 people (2 Team members and Ethan)
Pass Criteria: Heart rate higher than 100 bpm
Test Date(s): 05/03/2022
Test Results:
Participant
Starting Heart Starting Heart 5 min roll
Name
Rate (bpm) Rate (bpm) Ending Heart
Apple watch Pulse taking Rate (bpm)
Apple Watch

5 min roll
Ending Heart
Rate (bpm)
Pulse Taking

10 min
roll/yaw
Ending Heart
Rate (bpm)
Apple Watch

10 min
roll/yaw
Ending Heart
Rate (bpm)
Pulse Taking

Carson
58
Rinkenberger

60

78

64

96

82

Alex
Hinerman
Barret
Osborn
Shayla
Schoensee

56

60

79

64

87

68

65

66

70

84

61

74

62 (two mins 94
after finished)
91
92

98

84

Survey:
Carson: Muscles used/tired: Rear deltoids, shoulders, obliques
Alex: Muscles used/tired: hamstrings, shoulders, abs
Performed By: Alex, Carson, and Shayla

B‐8

Trainer Stability Test
Test Name: Trainer Stability Test
Purpose: To ensure the trainer remains stable (no risk of tipping) during usage
Scope: Entire device with user
Equipment: VP, iPhone Level, Hill
Hazards: Device tipping, user fall out of device
PPE Requirements: Helmet
Facility: Engineering IV Courtyard
Procedure:
1) Determine a location that creates a 10‐degree angle for the trainer
2) Place the trainer on the 10‐degree hill in the most unstable orientation (user facing
perpendicular to downhill)
3) Allow user to enter device in lockout position, spot user and trainer during ingress
4) Remove roll chucks on downhill side of tainer
5) Spotting the user, holding the bucket seat, slowly roll the user to the farthest roll position
until the Paracord lockouts become taut
6) Ensure the user is not supporting their weight through outriggers/arms on the ground
7) Observe and record if baseplate of trainer lifts up
Results:
Test samples: 2 people, Shayla and Maddox (Passerby Calpoly Student)
Test Date(s): 05/10/2022
Test Results:
Pass: No signs of baseplate lifting up/tilting at full roll on 10 degree slope
Performed By: Alex, Carson, and Shayla

B‐9

Band Stretch Test, Preliminary
Test Name: Preliminary Band Stretch Test
Purpose: To determine general stretch at given force to confirm Instron results and determine if any
plastic deformation at ~4” band length
Scope: Roll Resistance Band Stretch
Equipment: Theraband Resistance band (Blue, x‐heavy), 10lb plate weight, measuring tape
Hazards: Band snapping, weights dropping
PPE Requirements: Safety googles, closed toe shoes
Facility: Rec Center
Procedure:
1. Tie resistance band into loop approximately 4” long
2. Measure resistance band length w/ measuring tape
3. Weight dumbbell with string
4. Loop resistance band on door coat hanger
5. Attach dumbbell to band loop with string
6. Measure stretched band length
Results:
Pass criteria: Band does not snap, band plastic deformation less than 0.2%, max stiffness does not
decrease more than 5%, 1 sample
Test Date(s): Thursday, 3/3/22
Test Results: Band displacement with weight, band length after stretching, estimated band spring rate
Initial
Final Length Length
Length (in) (in)
Uncertainty
(+/‐ in)
3.8125
6.25
0.03125
3.875
13.50
0.03125
4.0625
6.50
0.03125
4.0625
‐
‐

Weight (lbf) Weight
Uncertainty
(+/‐ lbf)
10.0
0.5
20.0
0.5
10.0
0.5
‐
‐

Percent
Band
Elongation Stiffness
(%)
(lbf/in)
64%
4.10
248%
2.08
60%
4.10
‐
‐

Stiffness
Uncertainty
(+/‐ lbf/in)
0.22
0.05
0.22
‐

Performed By: Team, (Carson, Shayla, Alex, Barrett)

B‐10

Band Stretch Test, Instron
Test Name: Elastic Band Stiffness and Durability Test
Purpose: Determine assembly band stiffness and if band at risk of yield or breakage under multiple
stretch cycles.
Scope: Roll and Yaw Resistance Band Stretch
Equipment: Theraband Resistance band (Blue, x‐heavy) with fabric sleeve, 2 hooks, Instron, Calipers,
Measuring Tape
Hazards: Band snapping, pinching of Instron claws
PPE Requirements: Safety googles, closed toe shoes
Facility: Composites Lab
Procedure:
1. Cut band to sufficient length to produce approximately 4” long loop (~8” total length)
2. Measure band outer diameter and inner diameter with calipers
3. Tie resistance band into loop approximately 4” long (not to midway pinch, not loop
circumference) with sleeve bunched in middle, stretch band approximately 3” to tighten
knot.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Measure resistance band length w/ measuring tape
Place hooks on either jaw of Instron
Loop elastic band to hooks
Begin recording force vs displacement on Instron
Record precision of Instron measurements
Initiate Instron pull until a 11” band length is achieved
Return to start position, remove band, and measure length with measuring tape
Return band to Instron and record another stretch to 11” band length
Return to start position, remove band, and measure length with measuring tape
Repeat steps 10, 11 until the band has been stretched 3 times
Remove band and cut fabric sleeve
Inspect band for wear/tear, record images
Repeat steps 2‐15 for a new 4” looped band with a fabric sleeve secured over it

Results: Pass criteria: Band does not snap, band plastic deformation less than 0.2%, max stiffness does
not decrease more than 5%, 1 sample
Test Date(s): Tuesday, 5/3/22

B‐11

Test Results:
4.5” Looped Band w/o sleeve
Band Outer Diameter (in)
0.328

Band Inner Diameter (in)
0.187

Diameter Uncertainty (+/‐ in)
.0005

Stretch
Trial

Pre Trial
Post Trial
Stretch Band Stretch Band
Length (in) Length (in)

Length
Uncertainty
(+/‐ in)

Force at 8”
Force at 11”
Force
band stretched band stretched Uncertainty
length (lbf)
length (lbf)
(+/‐ lbf)

1
2
3

4.625
5.0
5.1875

.03125
.03125
.03125

7.5
7.6
6.3

5.0
5.1857
5.25

12.4
11.8
10.8

.0005
.0005
.0005

Band, no sleeve
60
50

Force (N)

40
30

Trail 1
Trial 2

20

Trial 3

10
0

0

20

40

60

‐10

80

100

120

140

160

180

Band Stretch, Delta L (mm)

Band Inner Diameter (in)
0.188

4.5” Looped Band w/ sleeve
Band Outer Diameter (in)
0.321

Diameter Uncertainty (+/‐ in)
.0005

Stretch
Trial

Pre Trial
Post Trial
Stretch Band Stretch Band
Length (in) Length (in)

Length
Uncertainty
(+/‐ in)

Force at 8”
Force at 11”
Force
band stretched band stretched Uncertainty
length (lbf)
length (lbf)
(+/‐ lbf)

1
2
3

4.5
5.0625
5.25

.03125
.03125
.03125

8.1
6.8
5.8

5.0625
5.25
5.75

12.1
11.2
10.8

.0005
.0005
.0005

Performed By: Alex
B‐12

Appendix C: User Manual
This user’s manual will walk you through the basic operation, care, and safety precautions for your at
home monoski trainer. Please read this section thoroughly and acknowledge all warnings and
precautions before operating.

Using the Monoski Trainer
Caution:

Ensure the system is fully locked before attempting ingress.
It is recommended that when starting out the system should be fully locked during the
ingress process to prevent any unwanted movement.

Caution:

Use at your own risk
The monoski trainer is designed to be used by both beginners and experienced monoski
riders as such the system can be set to operate at positions and movements that can
cause discomfort or injury if the user is not familiar with the trainer. It is recommended
that you use this device at an appropriate operating point based on your familiarity and
experience.

Locking the Yaw Rotation
Follow these steps to lock the monoski trainers yaw rotation:
1. Remove any obstructions from the path of the monoski assembly such as the handrail system,
outriggers, or any foreign objects.
2. Rotate the monoski top assembly until the handrail assembly is on the right hand side of the
bucket seat.
3. Align the yaw lockout bar with the yaw lockout block found between the handrail flanges.

Figure C‐1 Yaw lockout bar allignment.
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4. Insert the yaw lockout pin into the lockout bar and block

Figure C‐2 Yaw lockout pin in position.
Caution: Ensure the yaw pin is fully inserted into both the lockout bar and block
It is possible for the lockout pin to appear fully inserted when it is not. Ensure the pin is
fully inserted by twisting the monoski assembly both clockwise and counterclockwise
and ensure the trainer does not turn.
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Locking the Roll Rotation
Caution:

It is recommended that the yaw rotation is to be locked out before attempting to lock
the roll rotation.

Follow these steps to lock the monoski trainers roll rotation:
1. Move both chuck systems to the outermost position.

Figure C‐3 Chuck wedges in the outermost position.

2. Align the cam assembly with the cam track system so both center points are in line. Note:
alignment can be made easier if resistance bands are connected, but not required.
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Figure C‐4 Cams not aligned (left), cams aligned (right) use the center marks to properly align
cams.
3. Move both chuck systems inward until all wedges make contact with the face of the cam

Figure C‐5 Wedges placed in the inner most position in the unlock state
4. Lock the wedges in place by inserting the chuck handrail into the chuck teeth slot.
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Figure C‐6 Chuck handrail in the locked state
Caution: Ensure the chuck handrail is properly inserted into the correct chuck teeth slot.
It is easy to misalign the cam assembly and accidentally lock the chucks into two
different slot positions. Ensure the chuck assembly is properly aligned by counting the
number of open slots from the chuck handrail to the end of the chuck teeth, this
should be the same for both the front and back chucks as well as the left and right
chucks.

Caution: The chuck teeth have sharp edges that should be avoided
When adjusting the chuck handrail avoid placing hands and other ligaments near the
chuck teeth to avoid possible injury due to the edges found on the teeth. It is
recommended to hold the chuck handrail near the center to avoid contact with the
chuck teeth.

Caution: Ensure the roll rotation is properly locked
Before using the monoski trainer, ensure the roll rotation is properly locked by trying
to tilt the top cam assembly in both directions and ensure the assembly does not roll in
either direction.
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Attaching Tie Down Rope
Caution:

When attaching the tie down rope while inside the trainer ensure the roll rotation is
fully locked.
Attaching the tie down rope while in the device can put the user in an unstable position,
as such, we recommend that the user locks the roll rotation, for additional stability the
yaw rotation can also be locked.

Warning:

Do not attempt to perform ingress or egress without the tie down rope securely
attached.
The tie down rope helps keep the upper cam assembly in position during ingress and
egress, if the tie down rope is not properly secured the device can come off the platform
and lead to injury. It is recommended to keep the tie down rope within the undercarriage
bag for easy access when needed.

Follow these steps to attach the tie down rope
1. If attaching while using the device, properly lock the roll rotation.
2. Locate the tie down rope’s end hook.

Figure C‐7 Tie down rope end hook recommended to be stored in the under seat basket.
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3. Loop the tie down rope around the frame center beam between the pool noodles.

Figure C‐8 Tie down rope looping around the center beam
Caution: Ensure the tie down rope is attached at the correct location
The tie down rope is set to a specific length and as such should only be attached to the
center beam of the frame where the cross beam and center beam intercept. Attaching
the tie down rope to any other location can damage the device or put the user at risk.
4. Attach the tie down rope’s end hook to the D ring found along the end of the tie down rope

Figure C‐9 Tie down rope attachment
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Basic Ingress Process
Caution:

Ensure the monoski trainer’s yaw and roll rotation is properly locked and the tie down
rope is secured in the correct location.
Attaching the tie down rope while in the device can put the user in an unstable position,
as such, we recommend that the user locks the roll rotation, for additional stability the
yaw rotation can also be locked.

Caution:

Ensure the monoski trainer’s yaw and roll rotation is properly locked and the tie down
rope is secured in the correct location.

Caution:

The ingress steps are only a suggestion
As you become more familiar with the monoski trainer you may discover a different way
of entering the trainer that suits you better. These steps are only a suggestion of one way
to enter the system and is recommended during first use.

Follow these steps to ingress into the monoski trainer
1. Align yourself parallel to the monoski trainer on the non‐handrail side with your feet facing the
same direction as the foot tray
2. Place both feet into the foot tray
3. Prop yourself on the right side of your wheelchair so you are at the same height as the bucket
seat
Caution: For added stability lock your wheelchair in place during any transition
4. Use the handrail system to leverage yourself up and over the bucket seats side edge

Figure C‐10 Positioning for ingress using the handrail system
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5. Attach the thighs and abdomen Velcro straps
Caution: Ensure the straps are properly secured to the desired distance before proceeding
6. Remove the handrail system

Figure C‐11 Handrail removal
7. Using the outriggers lean to one side and set the chuck system on the opposite side to the
desired position
8. Repeat Step 7 for the opposite side
9. Remove the tie down rope from the center beam and place within the carriage below
10. Attach the chest Velcro strap
11. Remove the yaw lockout bar from the lockout block and plate
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Basic Egress process
For egressing out of the monoski trainer please follow the ingress steps in reverse order

Caution:

Ensure that the device is properly locked for both the yaw and roll rotation and that the
handrail system is properly inserted into the flanges.

Basic Use
Caution:

Use at your own risk at a level that is comfortable to you
The monoski trainer is designed to be used well past the beginning stages of training, as
such, it can be set to multiple stages of difficulty with little effort. It is recommended to
begin at an easy level and slowly work your way up. The steps for use are only a
suggestion and as you use the trainer more and more your training routine may change
and no longer align with these steps.
Follow these steps for basic use of the monoski trainer
1. Attach your desired number of resistance bands on the yaw and roll mechanism.
Caution: When starting use more bands
The trainer is easier to use and remains fairly stable when more resistance bands are
used, it is recommended that when starting you should use multiple resistance bands
for both yaw and roll rotation.
Caution: Ensure both sides of the roll rotation have the same number of bands
This will ensure that the force is evenly distributed to either side of the monoski
trainer. As you progress in your training you may want to try more resistance on one
side, this is fine but ensure you are comfortable with how the trainer reacts before
attempting this.
Warning: Never add or remove the resistance bands while using the trainer
This can lead to unstable positions that can lead to injury, the resistance bands hooks
are also a pinch point and without proper visual confirmation can lead to user injuries.
2. Shift your upper body weight to turn to one side, using the outrigger as a guide (think of opening
a door).
3. Repeat on the other side.
4. For roll training follow the steps to lock the yaw rotation and set the chuck blocks to the desired
position.
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Caution: Start at small distances for roll rotation and work your way up
When beginning training it is recommended that you set the chuck system to distances
less than halfway out to prevent over rotation. As your training regimen changes these
distances can be increased.
Caution: The cam and wedges are potential pinch points
Never adjust the wedge system with any part except the wedge rail bar, keep your
hands and loose clothing away from the cam and wedge interface to avoid injury.
5. For balance training reduce the number of resistance bands and set the chuck system to the
maximum distance.
Caution: Reducing the number of bands and setting the chuck system to maximum can lead to
unstable positions that may be difficult to return to neutral from.
When balance training ensure you set the chucks to a position that is comfortable to
you, always have someone spot you in case you need assistance returning to neutral.
Fully removing the chuck system can cause a tipping hazard especially if little to no
resistance bands are used.
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Repair Procedures
Caution:

Always check the parts list and ensure the correct part is purchased when performing
repairs with new parts.
Although little to no repairs should be required for your monoski trainer, as you use it
more and more the chances of repairs increase. The most common of which would be
from worn down parts or loose hardware. As such it is recommended that before each
use, you inspect the trainer for any physical signs of damage or loose hardware such as a
screw or nut.

For loose hardware first identify where the hardware came from, this can be done by simply inspecting
all joints for missing hardware such as a screw, bolt, or nut. If you cannot identify where the missing
hardware came from follow the assembly process to check each joint until the missing hardware’s location
is found, for a loose nut or bolt use the proper tool to tighten it into place then apply Loctite between the
fasteners.
For replacing worn down adhesive items, such as rubber padding or seat foam first remove the affected
area with a utility knife, remove any access adhesive with an abrasive scrub or an alcohol, if an alcohol is
used ensure it will not eat away at the material underneath the adhesive. Cut a new piece of adhesive
padding to fit replace the old material. Once the affected area is free of any adhesive us a spray adhesive
such as 3M spray to attach the new material, be sure to follow the spray adhesive instructions for proper
installation.
For replacing additive manufacturing components such as the 3D printed foot tray mount, handrail lead
ins, or chuck adjustment hooks found on the end of the outriggers replace with provided replacement
parts. If a replacement part is lost locate the correct part file emailed to you. If you have access to a 3D
printer all parts can be printed with PLA with the recommended settings: Layer height: 0.11 mm, Wall
count: 4, Top and bottom layer count: 5. All parts are recommended to be printed with supports and 35%
infill.
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